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Derek was also very well-informed on aviation and served successfully with the Royal Observer Corps until its disbandment in 1995. The love of sharing his knowledge with other enthusiasts that drew him to it.

It was successful hosting of the BANS Congress in April 2008, and several popular Token Congress weekends. Once he retired, Derek was able to focus on his love of coins and frequently attended coin fairs around the country. It was the love of sharing his knowledge with other enthusiasts that drew him to it.

Derek was born in Tunbridge Wells in Kent, and shortly after the family moved to Worthing, West Sussex. He had one sister, and they lived with their mother while their father was serving in the Second World War in Africa. During Derek’s lifetime, his family moved frequently, first from Worthing to Storrington and then to Cornwall. After leaving school he worked briefly and reluctantly in a bank, from which he was rescued by a customer who headhunted him to deal with his accounts. Derek eventually started work in an arcade at Butlin’s and over 35 years he worked in many Butlin’s locations eventually settling down with his wife in Bognor Regis where they lived for forty plus years until his final days surrounded by his close family. A big family man who always put them first he leaves behind a loving wife, son, three daughters, three granddaughters and a grandson.

Derek’s interest in coins began back in the arcade at Butlin’s. He always had a fascination with money and one day asked what they did with all the unusable coins collected from the slot machines. When the manager said they would just dispose of them, Derek with his collecting hat on said he would take them. In 1967 Derek co-founded the Worthing Numismatic Society where he was successively elected Vice Chairman, Chairman, and finally President in 2013. He was encyclopaedic on most things numismatic and was not only an acknowledged expert on Roman coinage, but also a modest and generous man, always prepared to share his knowledge and experience.

In 1973 after 10 years of collecting, he felt that the chances of finding coins were better than buying them, as coins were expensive to buy back then, so he invested £70 in a metal detector. His first test search (much to the amusement of his colleagues) consisted of a staggering 4½p in cash and a Butlin’s chalet key. After some thorough research of the Beachy Head area, he was adamant there was more to find after two previous hoards had been found in 1961 and 1964. With approval from the land owner he went over one Sunday with his new metal detector and a friend. Leaving his wife in the car they set off. After about an hour Derek thought he should check on the wife and just as he went to place the detector on the ground it went off. Two and a half feet below the ground they hit a bronze bucket which surprisingly contained a hoard of 5546 Roman coins dating from 253 to 273 AD, minted at Cologne and Trier. At the time it was the largest hoard found with a metal detector and declared treasure trove. Unfortunately, it started a bout of illegal digging in the area.

Over the years he also assisted in the cleaning, preservation and identification of a number of hoards. Not only his own find, of which some stayed in his possession while the rest went to the British Museum, but also a hoard of 4300 Roman coins found in Northamptonshire. Often consulted by the British Museum on the identification and conservation of Roman coin finds he was also an authority on the often-scarce Anglo-Saxon silver pennies of the Sussex mints.

Numismatics often benefited from his organisational flair, when for example he contributed to Worthing’s very successful hosting of the BANS Congress in April 2008, and several popular Token Congress weekends. Once he retired, Derek was able to focus on his love of coins and frequently attended coin fairs around the country. It was the love of sharing his knowledge with other enthusiasts that drew him to it.

Derek was also very well-informed on aviation and served successfully with the Royal Observer Corps until its disbandment in 1995.

Entered in this sale are a good quantity of lots belonging to the late Derek Aldred. These are mostly Roman and other ancients along with a collection of Indian coins.

DEREK JAMES ALDRED 14TH AUGUST 1939 - 31ST OCTOBER 2018
ANCIENT COINS

ROMAN

1. Valerian I (AD 253-260), Antoniniani (2), mint of Milan, Securitas (RIC 25b; MIR 919a, 919b, the first small bust); Gallienus (AD 253-268), Antoniniani (2), mint of Milan, Victory (RIC 405; MIR 921h, MIR 921l); Salonina (wife of Gallienus), Antonianus, mint of Milan (RIC 57; MIR 935b); Saloninus (AD 259), Antoniniani (2), mint of Milan, emperor (RIC 10; MIR 939z, 940y), very fine and better (7) £100-150

2. Valerian I, Antoniniani (5), mint of Antioch, Victory (RIC 223; MIR 1565a), Laetitia (RIC 215; MIR 1570a), Roma (RIC 221; MIR 1580b), Virtus (RIC 227; MIR 1584b), Valerian & Gallienus (RIC 277; MIR 1598a); Salonina (wife of Gallienus), Antonianus, mint of Antioch, Concordia (RIC 295; MIR 1567g); Valerian II (Caesar, AD 253-255), Antoniniani (2), mint of Antioch, emperor (RIC 51; MIR 1597d), victory and emperor (RIC 53; MIR 1603d), about very fine and better (8) £100-150

3. Valerian I, Antoniniani (6), mint of Samosata, Valerian & Gallienus (2) (RIC 284, 285; MIR 1676e, 1684e), Orient and Valerian (2) (RIC 286, 287; MIR 1677e, 1685e), Valerian & Gallienus (RIC 293; MIR 1687e), victories (RIC 295; MIR 1688e), good very fine to extremely fine (6) £80-100

4. Galerius (AD 293-311), follis, Thessalonica, GAL VAL MAXIMIANVS NOB CAES, laur. head r., rev. GENIO POPV-LI ROMANI, Genius standing l., holding patera and cornucopia, in ex. TSB, wt. 9.70gms. (RIC 20b), very fine £150-200

5. Gallienus, Antoniniani (5), Indulgentia (RIC 205; MIR 541g), Fortuna (2) (RIC 194a; MIR 546g, 246m), Felicitas (RIC 192; MIR 547g), Pax (RIC 260; MIR 553n); Salonina (wife of Gallienus), Antonianus (2), Concordia (RIC 2 var; MIR 544p), Pudicitia (RIC 25; MIR 551p), good very fine to extremely fine (7) £100-150

6. Gallienus, Antoniniani (12), Abundantia (2) (RIC 157 var; MIR 573w, 574w), Uberitas (2) (RIC 287 var; MIR 582a, 582w), Securitas (RIC 280 var; MIR 591w), Securitas (RIC 280; MIR 595a), Fides (RIC 192a; MIR 599a), emperor (RIC 171a; MIR 647a), Abundantia (RIC 157 var; MIR 660q'), Fortuna (RIC 193v var; MIR 667w²), Pax (RIC 254; MIR 678w²), panther (RIC 230; MIR 713b); Salonina (wife of Gallienus), Antonianus (3), Fecunditas (RIC 5 var, 5a; MIR 579aa, 580aa, 662s), very fine to extremely fine (15) £200-250 *MIR 660q', MIR 667w² and MIR 579aa all ex Normanby hoard.

7. Gallienus, Antoniniani (10), mint of Milan, Acquitas (RIC 464v var; MIR 1084y), Providentia (RIC 510 var; MIR 1086i), Laetitia (3) (RIC 489, 489 var, 341a; MIR 1095b, 1095k, 1096aa), Sol (RIC 495; MIR 1126m) Mars (RIC 534; MIR 1147aa), Virtus (2) (RIC 534 var, 534; MIR 1148aa, 1150k); Apollo (RIC 467; MIR 1169m), very fine to extremely fine (10) £150-200 *MIR 1147aa ex Normanby hoard, 412.
8. **Gallienus**, Antoniniani (8), mint of Milan, emperor (RIC.460; MIR 1236Af), Felicitas (2) (RIC.474; MIR 1255i), Pictas (RIC.507; MIR 1263d), Salus (RIC.511b var; MIR 1286b), Pictas (RIC.507; MIR 1315d), emperor (RIC.457 var; MIR 1338d), Securitas (RIC.513; MIR 1372a), *very fine to about extremely fine* (8) £100-150

*MIR 1236Af, one MIR 1255i, MIR 1286b, and MIR 1372a all ex Normanby hoard.*

9. **Gallienus**, Antoniniani (6), mint of Cologne, eagle and standards (RIC 11; MIR 871a), trophy and captives (RIC 18; MIR 872m), Victory on globe, captives on either side (RIC 49; MIR 874l), Mars (RIC 8; MIR 888a), emperor trampling captive (RIC 54; MIR 890j), Victory (RIC 44; MIR 893h), *fine to nearly extremely fine* (6) £80-100

*MIR 872m, MIR 874l and MIR 888a all ex Market Deeping, Lincs hoard (1980), CHRB IV, p.49*

10. **Gallienus**, Antoniniani (10), mint of Antioch, Aeternitas (RIC.294 var; MIR 1559d), Jupiter (RIC.294; MIR 1562d), Pictas (RIC.295; MIR 1563d), emperor (RIC.296; MIR 1564d), Victory (RIC.299 var; MIR 1565d), Felicitas (RIC.291; MIR 1569d), Libertas (RIC.443; MIR 1589b), Laetitia (RIC.442; MIR 1600b), Libertas (RIC.444; MIR 1601b), Victory and emperor (RIC.452; MIR 1603b), *very fine to extremely fine* (10) £150-200

11. **Gallienus**, Antoniniani (9), mint of Antioch, legend in wreath (RIC.659 var; MIR 1609b), Aequetas (RIC.627; MIR 1610d), Sol (RIC.629 var; MIR 1611b), Aeternitas (RIC.629; MIR 1611c), Jupiter (2) (RIC.644 corr, 645 var; MIR 1612e, 1612i), Victory (2) (RIC.662, 663; MIR 1615e, 1615g), Virtus (RIC.668; MIR 1617b), Salonina (wife of Gallienus), Antoniniani (2), mint of Antioch, Juno (RIC.95; MIR 1619k, 1619m), *very fine to extremely fine* (11) £180-200

12. **Gallienus**, Antoniniani (6), mint of Antioch, Fortuna (RIC.613; MIR 1640b), emperor holding Victory (RIC.615; MIR 1641a), Aesculapius (RIC.632; MIR 1649g), Aeternitas (RIC.606 var; MIR 1662a), Virtus (RIC.612; MIR 1666i), Salus (RIC.610; MIR 1670k); Salonina (wife of Gallienus), Antoniniani (2), mint of Antioch, Aequetas (RIC.87; MIR 1648d), Salus (RIC.88; MIR 1656h), *good very fine to extremely fine* (8) £100-150

13. **Gallienus**, Antoniniani (4), mint of Samosata, Victories (RIC.459; MIR 1682m), Valerian & Gallienus (3) (RIC.447 (2), 456; MIR 1684m, 1687m, 1699m), *good very fine to nearly extremely fine* (4) £60-80

14. **Gallienus**, silver denarius, laureate head facing right, *rev. ORIENS AVG*, Sol advancing left, raising hand and holding a whip, wt. 1.85gms, 12h (RIC 254 var; MIR 682c), *crack in flan, good very fine, scarce* £80-100

15. **Salonina (wife of Gallienus)**, Antoniniani (6), mint of Milan, Venus (RIC.66; MIR 1237a), Felicitas (RIC.61; MIR 1302r), Pax (RIC.58; MIR 1305r), Pietas (2) (RIC - , 22/78; MIR 1308r, 1311r), Pax (RIC.57 var; MIR 1378e), *very fine to nearly extremely fine* (6) £100-120

*MIR 1237a, MIR 1311r and MIR 1378e all ex Normanby hoard.*

16. **Salonina (wife of Gallienus)**, Antoninianus, mint of Viminacium, Pietas (RIC - ; MIR 853b); Valerian (Caesar, AD 253-255), Antoninianus, mint of Viminacium, priestly emblems (RIC.19; MIR 864b), *both good very fine* (2) £40-50
17. **Group of Roman antoniniani**, of Gallienus and Salonina (AD 253-268) (21); other antoniniani (11); silver Roman Republican denarius of C. Antestius (c.146BC), head of Roma r., X below chin, ANTESTI behind, *rev.* the Dioscuri, dog running r. below horses (BMC.855), and a nummus of Leo I, *fine to good very fine* (34) £100-150 *ex Derek Aldred Collection*

18. **Aurelian** (AD 270-275), antoninianus, Kyzicus, IMP AVRELIANVS AVG, rad. armoured bust, *rev.* ORIENS AVG, Sol stands l. between two prisoners, wt.4.05gms. (RIC.364), *full silvering, extremely fine* £40-50

19. **Valentinian I** (AD 364-375), solidus, Nicomedia, DN VALINTINI – ANVS PF AVG, pearl dia., dr., cuir. bust r., *rev.* RESTITIVTOR – REIPVBLICA, emperor stg. r., holding Victory on globe and labarum bearing cross, *in ex. SMNE*, wt.3.80gms. (RIC.2a), *fine, some scratches on obverse under nose, graffiti on reverse* £100-150

20. **Roman Provincial**, bronze billon and silver coins, various denominations. Caligula (Gadara, AE), Domitian (Ladocea ad Mare, AE), Commodus (Alexandria, Bi Tetradrachm), Severus Alexander (Antioch, AR Tetradrachm), Gordian III (Antioch, AR Tetradrachm), Philip I (Antioch, AR Tetradrachms (2)), Philip II (Damascus, AE), *varying grades from fine to very fine* (8) £80-120 *ex Derek Aldred Collection*

21. **Roman Empire**, Valens I (364-378) gold solidus, Antioch, bust r., *rev.* Emperor standing, 4.41gms. (RCV 4105), *some brilliance, good very fine* £300-350

**BYZANTINE**


23. **Byzantine**, Focas (602-610), gold solidus, Constantinople, draped and cuirassed facing bust, *rev.* standing angel, 4.16gms. (Sear 618), *some brilliance, good very fine* £250-300

24. **Byzantine**, Heraclius, with Heraclius Constantine and Heraclonas (610-642) gold solidus, Constantinople, 4.29gms. (Sear 759), *lustrous, about extremely fine* £220-260

25. **Group of Seleucid Æs**, various denominations and rulers, *varying grades from good to good fine*, *lot sold as seen, no returns* (10) £20-30 *ex Derek Aldred Collection*
26. **Group of Seleucid Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to very fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (10) £10-20
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

27. **Group of Seleucid Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to very fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (10) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

28. **Group of Seleucid Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to very fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (10) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

29. **Group of Seleucid Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to very fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (10) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

30. **Group of Seleucid Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to very fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (10) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

31. **Sassanian Kingdom**, Khosrau II (AD 591-628), drachm, BBA (Court) mint, RY 36 (AD 626), dr. bust of Koshrau II r., wearing crown with two wings, frontal crescent, and star-in-crescent, all within double border with star-in-crescents in margin, rev. fire altar with ribbons flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, all within triple border with star-in-crescents in margin, wt. 4.24gms. (Göbl Type II/3) good fine £30-40

32. **Corinthia**, Corinth, group of Æs, various denominations, varying grades from good to very fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (6) £10-20
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

33. **Group of Phoenician Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to very fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (7) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

34. **Group of Sicilian Æs**, various denominations, varying grades from good to very fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (11) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection
35. **Group of Cyrene Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (4) £10-20
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

36. **Group of Ptolemaic Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (7) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

37. **Group of Macedonian Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (8) £10-20
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

38. **Asia Minor**, group of Æs, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (20) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

39. **Asia Minor**, group of Æs, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (20) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

40. **Roman Republican**, group of Æs (5) and one silver Tetradrachm, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (6) £20-30
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

41. **Thrace and Moesia**, group of Æs, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (7) £10-20
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

42. **Group of Greek Æs**, various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (13) £30-40
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

43. **Group of Parthian**, Indo-Greek, Kushan and Indian Æs and one silver drachm. Various denominations and rulers, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (10) £10-20
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection

44. **Group of Roman AR and Æ coins**, varying grades from good to good fine, lot sold as seen, no returns (28) £100-150
   *ex Derek Aldred Collection
45. **Group of Marius Æ Antoniniani**, varying grades from good to good fine, scarce, lot sold as seen, no returns (4) £100-150
*ex Derek Aldred Collection

46. **Group of electrotypes and forgeries**, including Becker pewter striking of a Laelianus aureus, varying grades, scarce, lot sold as seen, no returns (15) £100-150
*ex Derek Aldred Collection

47. **Group of miscellaneous fantasies and forgeries of Judaean coins**, including shekels, selas and fantasy medallions, varying grades, lot sold as seen, no returns (13) £40-50
*ex Derek Aldred Collection

48. **Group of one-sided electrotypes**, copying Roman Æ sestertii and medallions, with two other, full electrotypes, 70 individual pieces, as made, sold as seen, no returns (70) £100-120
*ex Derek Aldred Collection

49. **Group of one-sided electrotypes**, hollow and unfilled, copying rare Roman medallions, as made, sold as seen, no returns (100) £100-120
*ex Derek Aldred Collection

50. **Sassanian Kingdom**, Khosrau II (AD 591-628), drachm, BBA (Court) mint, RY 36 (AD 626), dr. bust of Koshrau II r., wearing crown with two wings, frontal crescent, and star-in-crescent, all within double border with star-in-crescents in margin, rev. fire altar with ribbons flanked by attendants, star and crescent flanking flames, all within triple border with star-in-crescents in margin, wt. 4.24gms. (Göbl Type II/3) good fine £30-40
51. **Umayyad,** temp. Sulayman, silver dirham, Sabur 98h, wt. 2.89gms. (Klat 429), good extremely fine £30-40

52. **Abbasid,** gold dinar (4), **al-Ma’mun** (194-218H), gold dinar, Madinat al Salam 215H, 4.07gms., **al-Musta’im** (248-251H) gold dinar, al-Shash 248H, 4.17gms; **al-Mu’tamid** (256-279H), gold dinar, Surra man ra’a 261H, 4.05gms., al-Radi (322-329H), gold dinar, Mah al-Kufa 324H, 3.64gms., fine to very fine (4) £500-600

53. **Tahirid,** Talha b. Tahir, silver dirham, Samarqand 210h, wt. 2.90gms. (A.1393), very fine £40-50

54. **Fatimid,** al-Amir (495-524H), gold dinar, al-Iskandariya 497H, 4.36gms., (Nicol 2441), good very fine £200-250

55. **Merinid,** temp. Abu Yahya Abu Bakr (642-656H), gold ¼ dinar, without mint or date, 1.14gms., (Haz 702; Album 522), very fine, rare £150-200

56. **Crusader,** al-Amir type, gold dinar, mint and date illegible, 3.19gms., (Album 730; Malloy/CCS p.123, type 4), a crude strike, very fine £250-300

57. **Bahri Mamluk,** al-Ashraf Sha’ban II (764-778H) gold dinar, al-Qahira 77x, 6.70gms., (Balog 404 type, Album 955), weak in parts, good very fine £280-320

58. **Bahri Mamluk,** al-Ashraf Sha’ban II (764-778H) gold dinar, Dimashq 77x, 7.91gms., (as Balog 420, Album 955), small area of slight weakness, good very fine £280-320
59. **Burji**, Mamluk, al-Nasir Faraj (801-808H), gold dinar, al-Qahira 80xH, 6.78gms., (as Balog 615, Album 977), good very fine £250-300

60. **Burji**, Mamluk, al-Nasir Faraj (801-808H), gold dinar, mint off flan (Thagr Iskandariya) 8xxH, 7.12gms., (as Balog 634, same dies, Album 977), very fine £200-300


63. **Rum Seljuq**, Kay Khusraw II (634-644H), ‘Sun and Lion’ type dirham (13); together with assorted dirhams (15) and broken coins (7), generally fine (35) £250-300

64. **Rum Seljuq**, Sulayman II (592-600H), copper fals, horseman type (16), four examples with date 595H (A 1205), generally fine or better (16) £150-200

65. **Samanid**, assorted silver (17), multiple dirhams without mint or date (3), Nasr II (301-331H), silver dirhams (14); together with bronze/brass fals (13) mostly Bukhara mint, silver generally very fine, some better, bronze/brass fine to very fine (30) £120-150

66. **Ziyarid**, Mardawij b. Ziyar (315-323H), gold dinar (2), Mah al-Basra 322H, 4.39gms., 2.75gms., (Album 1530), very fine (2) £300-350

67. **Buwayhid**, Sultan al-Dawla, silver dirham, Shiraz 406h (A.1581), very fine, scarce £60-70

68. **Ilkhans** (Mongols of Persia), Uljaytu (703-716H), gold dinar, Tabriz 704H, type A, 4.24gms., (Diler U1 351; Album 2177), pierced, very fine, rare £180-220
69. **Ilkhans (Mongols of Persia), Abu Sa'id (716-736H), gold dinar, Abu Ishaq 724H, type F, 4.73gms., (Diler AB 506; Album 2208), about very fine** £180-220

70. **Ilkhans (Mongols of Persia), Abu Sa'id (716-736H), gold dinar, Bazar 724H, type F, 8.59gms., (Diler AB 506; Album 2208), pierced, very fine** £300-350

71. **Ilkhans (Mongols of Persia), Abu Sa'id (716-736H), gold dinar, Shiraz 725H, type F, 9.89gms., (Diler AB 506; Album 2208), pierced, very fine** £300-350

72. **Ilkhans (Mongols of Persia), Abu Sa'id (716-736H), gold dinar, Sultaniya 72xH, type G, 6.60gms., (Diler AB 25; Album 2212), struck off-centre, very fine** £280-320

73. **Iran, Qajar, Fath 'Ali Shah (1212-1250H), gold toman, Dar al-'Ibada Yazd 1233H, 4.61gms., (Album 2865), extremely fine** £200-250

74. **Assorted Islamic silver dirhams of the Fatimids, Ayyubids, Mamluks and further eastern dynasties (50), generally fine or better (50)** £120-150

75. **Ilkhans, assorted silver dirhams and double dirhams from Hulagu through to Sati Beg and Sulayman (23), fine to good very fine (23)** £80-100

---

**BRITISH COINS AND TOKENS**

76. **John, Short Cross penny, London, Willelm; Henry II, Short Cross pence (3); Henry III, cut halfpenny and farthing, first very fine, others generally fine (6)** £120-160

77. **Henry III, Long Cross pence (3), including London, Ricard; cut halfpence (3), Short Cross, John; Long Cross (2), Henry III; cut farthings (2), Henry III, fine and very fine (8)** £80-120

78. **Edward I, Long Cross coinage, pence (4); halfpence (3) and farthings (2), all seemingly London, fair to fine (9)** £100-140

79. **Edward I, halfpennies (2), Waterford mint, type 1h, pellet before EDWR, rev. one reads VATE/RFOR, second unclear (DF 69; S. 6254), fine and nearly so, this with chip (2)** £50-60

*ex Baldwin's vault

80. **Edward I and II, pence (5), Bristol, Durham (2) and York (2), fine to very fine, other Long Cross pence (4), Henry I, Berwick, fine, and the Edwards (3), fair to fine (9)** £100-140

81. **Edward III, pennies (4), including York (2); another, Henry IV, probably Durham; fractional hammered (6), including halfpenny, Henry VII; European hammered (2); sundry other coinage: 17th century tokens (3); smaller and fragments (7), many water-worn; lead tallies and tokens (6); more recent (6), poor, fair and fine (35)** £80-120
82. Henry VIII, First Coinage (1509-1526), silver groat, mm tower, crowned bust r., rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms (N. 1762; S.2316), good very fine with light, even tone £200-250

83. Henry VIII, groat, second coinage (1526-1544), mm arrow, crowned bust r., rev. cross on shield (S. 2337E), good fine £70-100

84. Edward VI, second period, first issue, shilling, 1549, Tower mint, mm. arrow, crowned first bust r., rev. garnished, oval shield of arms, E-R at sides (N.1918/1; S.2465), a curious flat but pit-marked surface, fine £100-150

85. Elizabeth I, shilling, second issue (1560-1561), mm. martlet, crowned bust l, reads ET, rev. cross on shield (S. 2555), slightly irregular, good fine / very fine £80-120

86. Elizabeth I, sixpence, third and fourth issues, 1568, 8 over 7, mm. coronet, crowned bust l, rev. arms (N 1997; S 2562), obv. fine, rev. better, the over-date clear £70-80

87. Elizabeth I, groat and half-groat, second issue, 1560-1561, mm. cross crosslet, crowned bust l, rev. arms (S. 2556, 2557), both pierced, nearly very fine and about fine; other groats (2), mm. cross crosslet; half-groat, uncertain, these poor (5) £80-120

88. James I, silver half-groat, second coinage, smaller crowned rose, initial mark trefoil (1613) both sides, rev. crowned thistle, wt. 0.93gms. (N 2105/1; S 2660), weak in parts, otherwise very fine, attractively toned £40-50

89. James I, silver penny, second coinage, rose, initial mark lis both sides, rev. thistle, wt. 0.51gms. (cf N 2106/1; S 2661), weakly struck in parts, otherwise very fine, toned £20-30

90. Charles I, silver half-groat, Tower mint, initial mark lis (1625), group A, crowned rose both sides, wt. 1.08gms. (Brooker 658; N 2248; S 2822), weakly struck in one corresponding part each side, otherwise very fine, toned £40-50

91. Charles I (1625-1649), farthing, crown over crossed sceptres, rev. crowned harp; with rose farthings (2), the first fine, the others fair (3) £60-80

92. Oliver Cromwell, a copy of Simon’s crown, 1658, struck on a pewter flan, laureate, draped bust l, rev. crowned shield of arms (cf. S.3226), the lettering and wreath lies ‘spindly, the edge rough and without lettering (perhaps struck without collar), of some age and nearly very fine £80-120
93. Charles II, crowns (2), 1662, first bust r., without rose, rev. cruciform shields, lettered, but undated edge (S 3353); 1683, edge T. QVINTO, fourth bust (S.3359), some haymarking to second and this toned, both fine (2) £150-200

94. Charles II, crown, 1666, edge XVIII, second laureate bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles, (ESC, Bull 366; 32; S. 3355), water-marked (?) surface, good fine; scarce £400-600

The year of the Great Fire of London which, it would be nice to imagine, might explain the surface of the coin.

95. Charles II, crowns (2), 1668, edge VICESIMO, second laureate bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S. 3357), engraved scrolled “RW” cypher on head; 1676, edge V. OCTAVO, third laureate bust (S. 3358), both fine, William III, crown, 1696 (S. 3470), fine (3) £120-160

96. William and Mary, halfcrown, 1689, edge PRIMO, first conjoined busts r., rev. crowned shield of arms, caul and interior frosted (S. 3434), at one time cleaned but good very fine; with Maundy penny, 1693; Scotland, William III, 5-shillings, 1697 (S. 5688); and Charles I, rose halfpenny, fine to very fine (4) £120-150

97. William III, crown, 1696, edge OCTAVO, bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (ESC Bull 89, 995; S.3470), swivel-mounted into brooch frame with engraved scrolled design, the whole lightly gilt (brooch lacks pin) £100-150

98. William III, halfcrown, 1696 Y, York mint, edge OCTAVO, first bust r., rev. cruciform large shields, early harp (ESC, Bull 1095 [528]; S.3481), nearly very fine £120-160

99. William III, halfcrown, 1701, edge D. TERTIO, first laur. and dr. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform modified large shields (S.3494; ESC.1046 [564]), die flaw fills E of REX, very fine £100-150

100. William III, sixpence, 1696 Y, York mint, first bust right; Y below, rev. cruciform shields, early harp (ESC, Bull 1296 [1539]; S. 3525), extremely fine and toned £100-140
101. William III, sixpence, 1698, third bust right, rev. late harp with four strings, angles plain (ESC [Bull] 1243 (1574); S.3538), small metal flaw by EL of GVLIELMVS, a little light hay-marking, virtually mint state £120-160

102. William III, halfpenny, 1699, second type with date in legend, error with single N in BRITANI A., armoured bust r., rev. Britannia seated l., on globe, with shield, spear and spray of leaves, date in legend, BRITANI A. 1699 (BMC 678; S.3555, error listed), about fine but extremely rare £80-120

Whilst the condition of the coin leaves something to be desired, it is sold with a letter from Charles Wilson Peck FSA, FPS (1901-1968), author [1960] of the catalogue English Copper, Tin and Bronze Coins in the British Museum 1558 - 1958, dated 28 May 1967, giving his comments and remarking that this was only the second specimen he had seen and giving the whereabouts of the first. Also sold is a dealer's descriptive card, “A UNIQUE HALFPENNY ..... CONDITION ONLY FAIR, BUT A BARGAIN AT ... £5”

103. Anne, halfcrown, 1707E, bust l. E below, rev. crowned cruciform shield (S.3605) certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine 20 £80-100

104. Anne, shilling, 1702, VIGO, first bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shield (S.3585), very fine or nearly so £100-150

105. Anne, shilling, 1705, plumes, first bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, plumes in angles (S.3588), very fine or nearly so £100-140

106. George II, sixpences (3), 1731, r & p; 1743, roses; 1758/7, plain; George III, shilling, 1816; sixpence, 1787, with and without hearts (S.3707, 3709, 3711, 3748-49), first three very fine or better, latter three better (6) £100-140

107. George III, dollar, oval countermarked on Charles IV Mexican portrait 8-reales, 1805 T.H., Mexico City (S.3765A; ESC.129; Bull 1852), coin and countermark nearly very fine £150-200

108. George III, crown, 1818, LIX, laureate head r., rev. St. George and dragon (S.3787; ESC.214; Bull 2009), nearly extremely fine £150-200
109. **George III**, halfcrowns (2), 1817, 1819, small laureate head r., *rev*. crowned arms in Garter (S. 3789), fine and very fine (2) £65-80

110. **George III**, Bank Token 3-shillings, 1813, second laureate head r., *rev*. value within wreath (S. 3770); fantasy silvered-metal halfcrown, 1790 (but 19th century), laureate head r., *rev*. crowned 'spade' shield, 33.5mm, both very fine (2) £65-80

111. **George III**, ‘Cartwheel’ twopences (3), 1797, laureate bust r., *rev*. Britannia (S. 3776), very fine; and penny, 1807, fine (4) £80-120

112. **George III**, ‘Cartwheel’ twopences (5), 1797, laureate bust r., *rev*. Britannia (S. 3776), generally very fine (5) £100-140

113. **George III**, ‘Cartwheel’ twopences (9), 1797, laureate bust r., *rev*. Britannia (S. 3776), generally fine to very fine (9) £120-160

114. **George III**, ‘Cartwheel’ penny, 1797, laureate bust r., *rev*. Britannia (S. 3777), nearly extremely fine £70-90

115. **George III**, penny, 1806, Soho mint, laureate bust r., incuse hair curl, *rev*. Britannia seated l., holding trident and olive branch (BMC.1342; S.3780); **Ireland**, penny, 1805, laureate bust r., *rev*. crowned harp (S. 6620), both good extremely fine, hints of original colour (2) £140-180
116. **George III**, restrike J. P. Droz pattern halfpenny, 1790, by W.J. Taylor, silvered-bronze, bust right, **rev.** Britannia seated left, edge, RENDER TO CESAR …., (BMC 973), much handled, though still good very fine, with Charles II, silver pattern farthing, 1671 (BMC 435), fine, both rare (2) £200-300

117. **Engraved halfpenny**: smoothed coin of Jewish interest, “MOSES ROBUS - 1776” and heart on crossed arrows / crossed pistols, sword and keys around, neat engraving, very fine £80-120

Moses Robus was recorded as being 5’ 7”, with dark hair, grey eyes and sound complexion when he was indicted before the Lord Mayor at the Old Bailey on the 17th September 1794 “for feloniously making an assault on the King’s highway, on John Glenfield (Wine Merchant), on the 18th of June, putting him in fear, and feloniously taking from his person and against his will, a metal watch, value £2; a silk watch string, value 1d; a cornelion stone seal set in metal, value 2s; and a metal watch key, value 1d - the goods of the said John Glenfield”. He was found not guilty. He had also been found not guilty of stealing “one large hair trunk, value 2s” and its contents from Margaret Mitchel, spinster, in January 1773. The name also appears on the Justices’ working documents for the Middlesex Sessions in July 1781 and elsewhere, but the cataloguers have been unable to link him to any crimes in 1776, or for any of which he was found to be guilty.

118. **18th century halfpenny tokens**, Warwickshire, Wilkinson, 1793 (10), bust r., **rev.** ironworker (cf. DH.393ff.), mostly fine to very fine (10) £50-100

119. **George IV**, two pounds, 1823, bare head l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3798) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 £1750-2250

120. **George IV**, halfcrown, 1820, laureate head l., **rev.** crowned, lightly garnished, shield of arms (S. 3807), nearly extremely fine £80-120

121. **George IV**, halfcrowns (2), 1821, 1823, first and second reverses, laureate bust l., **rev.** crowned arms; smaller arms in Garter and Collar (S. 3807, 3808); William IV, halfcrown, 1837, head r., **rev.** arms on crowned mantle (S. 3834), first good very fine and toned, but old scratch on neck; second fine, last a little better (3) £80-120

122. **George IV**, halfcrowns (2), 1825, bare head l., **rev.** crowned, garnished shield of arms (S. 3809), one very fine, one better, especially so the reverse; Victoria, halfcrown, 1878 (S. 3889), fine (3) £80-120

123. **George IV**, halfcrown, 1828, bare head l., **rev.** ornate arms (S. 3809), good fine – nearly very fine £80-120

124. **George IV**, halfcrowns (2), 1820, 1821; ‘lion’ shillings (3), 1825, 1826 (2); sixpences (2), 1824, 1825; William IV, halfcrowns (2), 1835, 1836; threepence, 1834, generally fair to fine (10) £80-120
125. **George IV**, halfcrown, 1820, first reverses, laureate bust l., rev. crowned arms (S. 3807), pleasant very fine £70-100

126. **George IV**, penny, 1826, currency issue, laureate head l., rev. Britannia seated r. (S. 3823), nearly extremely fine £40-60

127. **George IV**, copper penny, 1826, the bust engraved with protruding donkey ears, and below, “ASS. 4th.”, very fine and unusual £60-80

It is not clear to which of the King’s many faults this coin is directed.

128. **William IV**, Maundy proof fourpence and regular penny, 1831, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (S.3841, 3844), both extremely fine, fourpence at one time lightly cleaned but retaining proof bloom (2) £140-180

129. **William IV**, Maundy Set, 1835 (fourpence seemingly 5 over 3), bare head r., rev. value within wreath (S.3840), nearly extremely fine; Britannia groat, 1836 (S.3837), bright and virtually mint state (5) £180-220

130. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1851, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C) certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58 £275-325

131. **Victoria**, sovereign, 1870, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853B) certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 55 £250-300

132. **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1872, young head l., rev. crowned garnished shield of arms (S.3860D) certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58 £200-250

133. **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1875, young head l., rev. crowned garnished shield of arms (S.3860D) certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 55 £175-225

134. **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1884, young head l., rev. crowned garnished shield of arms (S.3861) certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 55 £175-225

135. **Victoria**, crowns (2), 1844, VIII, star stops; 1845, VIII, cinquefoil stops, young head l., rev. crowned shield (S.3882; ESC 280, 282; Bull 2561, 2564), first very fine, second nearly so (2) £120-160
136. **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1887, young head l., rev. crowned arms within wreath (S. 3889), extremely fine and last date of the series £100-150

137. **Victoria**, Maundy Set, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S. 3916), extremely fine or nearly so; Britannia groat, 1838, young head l., rev. Britannia (S. 3913), good extremely fine (4) £180-220

138. **Victoria**, penny, 1841, head l., rev. Britannia seated r., no colon after REG, ornamental trident (S. 3948), extremely fine £80-120

139. **Victoria**, penny, 1853, head l., rev. Britannia seated r., ornamental trident, space before colon after DEF (S. 3948), good extremely fine with sheen to surface £80-120

140. **Victoria**, pennies (2), both 1854, ?4 over 3, head l., rev. Britannia seated r., ornamental trident; similar but regular date, and plain trident (S. 3948), very fine and good extremely fine (2) £120-160

141. **Victoria**, pennies (2), 1855, 1857, head l., rev. Britannia seated r., both plain trident (S. 3948), first extremely fine with hint of colour and sheen to surface, second very fine (2) £100-140

142. **Victoria**, penny, 1858, head l., no WW on truncation, rev. Britannia seated r., ornamental trident (S. 3948), extremely fine, hairline die flaw through 5 and 8 of date £70-100
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Coin</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Mint</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Bronze penny, 1860, ‘bun’ head l., L. C. WYON below, rev. Britannia seated r., lighthouse l., ship r. (BMC 1632; S. 3954), good extremely fine with almost full colour</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£70-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Bronze penny, 1876 H, Heaton mint, ‘bun’ head l., rev. Britannia seated r., lighthouse l., ship r. (BMC 1708; S. 3955), extremely fine with some colour</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£65-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Bronze penny, 1887, young head l., rev. Britannia seated r., lighthouse l., ship r.; Edward VII, penny, 1908 (S. 3954; 3990), both virtually mint state with full bloom</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£120-160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Halfpenny, 1838, head l., rev. Britannia seated r. (BMC 1522; S. 3949), struck with a silvery wash, nearly extremely fine, others (2), both 1854, fine and good very fine</td>
<td>1838</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£70-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Halfpennies (3), 1847, 1853, 1859, head l., rev. Britannia seated r. (S. 3949); farthing, 1839, similar, reads FID: DEF, mint state or virtually so, each with some original colour and sheen</td>
<td>1839</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£120-160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Halfpenny, 1853, head l., rev. Britannia seated r. (BMC 1539; S. 3949), mint state or virtually so, with much original colour and sheen</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£80-120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Halfpenny, 1859, 9 over 8, head l., rev. Britannia seated r. (BMC 1550; S. 3949), good extremely fine, with much original sheen</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£80-120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Halfpenny, 1860, bust l., rev. Britannia to r., beaded border, 3 berries (BMC 1854; S. 3958), mint state, full original colour</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£65-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Bronze farthings (5), Heaton mint, 1874, 1875, older features, 1881 (2), 1882 (S. 3959), first two and one 1881 extremely fine, other two mint state, full original colour</td>
<td>1874-1882</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£100-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Bronze farthings (14), 1872 (2), 1875, 1879, 1881, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1888, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893, 1895 (S. 3958), most extremely fine and some with original colour, last the scarce final date</td>
<td>1872-1895</td>
<td>Heaton</td>
<td>£100-140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
154. G Victoria, currency set, 1887, five pounds to silver threepence, Golden Jubilee, 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. various, in (damaged) Spink & Son, 2 Gracechurch Street, London, fitted case, a light scratch in front of bust on the five pounds, the two pounds with tiny edge knock at 1 o'clock and a couple of digs on either side, otherwise all extremely fine or better, the silver attractively toned (11) £2500-3000
155. G Victoria, currency set, 1887, five pounds to silver threepence, Golden Jubilee, 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. various, in (damaged) Spink & Son, 2 Gracechurch Street, London, fitted case, the five pounds with many bagmarks, all about extremely fine or better (11) £2500-3000

157. *Victoria*, Jubilee coinage, crowns (5), 1890, 1891 (4); double-florin, 1887, Arabic 1; old head, crowns (3), 1896 (2), 1900; Edward VII, crown, 1902, fair to fine (10) £120-160

158. *Victoria*, Jubilee coinage, double-florin, 1887, Roman I, bust l., rev. crowned cruciform arms (S.3922), bag-marked, bright extremely fine £70-90

159. *Victoria*, Maundy Sets (2), 1889, Jubilee head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3932), nearly extremely fine, 1898, old head (S.3943), deep peripheral tone on penny, otherwise virtually mint state (8) £200-250

160. *Victoria*, two pounds, 1893, veiled head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3873) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £1000-1250

161. *Victoria*, sovereign, 1899, veiled head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3874) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 £250-300

162. *Victoria*, sovereign, 1901, veiled head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3874) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 £250-300

163. *Victoria*, stacked penny box; a small box made from stack of 5 bronze ‘bun’ pennies, c. 1885, the date showing on the base coin, in good order £40-60

164. *Victoria*, model or toy money, bi-metallic issues (4), crown, 1848; pence (2), and halfpenny; undated; smaller pieces, *Victoria* (7) and others (6), very fine and better and several much as struck (17) £65-80
165. **G Edward VII**, two pounds, 1902, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3967) certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62 £750-950

166. **G Edward VII**, sovereign, 1906, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3969) certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62 £250-300

167. **G Edward VII**, sovereign, 1908, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3969) certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62 £250-300

168. **G Edward VII**, sovereign, 1910, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3969) certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63 £250-300


170. **Edward VII**, crown, 1902, edge II, head r., rev. St. George and dragon (S 3978), fine £60-80

171. **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1906, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3980; ESC, Bull 3572 [751]), small mark before nose, but choice and virtually mint state £200-250

172. **Edward VII**, matt proof shilling, 1902, as issued in sets, bare head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982; ESC. Bull 3588; 1411), choice, virtually mint state £80-120

173. **Edward VII**, sixpence, 1902, bare hear r., rev. value in wreath (S. 3983); bronze penny, 1910 (S. 3990), both good extremely fine and penny almost full red (2) £70-100

174. **Edward VII**, penny, 1901, the obverse portrait embellished with engraved crown, hair, beard, cigar and suit details, good very fine and wonderfully opulent £40-60

Probably intended as a Coronation souvenir
175. $ George V, sovereign, 1911, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3996) certified and graded by PGCS as Mint State 63 £250-300

176. $ George V, sovereign, 1911C, Ottawa mint, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3997) certified and graded by PGCS as Mint State 63 £275-325

177. $ George V, sovereign, 1912, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3996) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

178. $ George V, sovereign, 1914, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3996) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

179. $ George V, sovereign, 1915, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3996) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

180. $ George V, sovereign, 1917C, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, C above date (S.3997) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

181. $ George V, sovereign, 1918I, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, I above date (S.3998) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £300-400

182. $ George V, sovereign, 1918I, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, I above date (S.3998) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £300-400

183. $ George V, sovereign, 1918C, Ottawa mint, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3997) certified and graded by PGCS as Mint State 62 £250-300

184. $ George V, sovereign, 1918C, Ottawa mint, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3997) certified and graded by PGCS as Mint State 62 £250-300

185. $ George V, sovereign, 1919C, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, C above date (S.3997) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62+ £250-300

186. $ George V, sovereign, 1925SA, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, SA above date (S.4004) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £250-300
187. George V, sovereign, 1926SA, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, SA above date (S.4004) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 £250-300

188. George V, sovereign, 1927SA, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, SA above date (S.4004) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 £275-325

189. George V, sovereign, 1928SA, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, SA above date (S.4004) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 £250-300

190. George V, sovereign, 1932SA, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, SA above date (S.4005) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

191. George V, half sovereign, 1925SA, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, SA above date (S.4010) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £120-140


194. George V, first coinage, halfcrowns (3), 1915 (2), 1918; florin, 1916; shilling, 1915; second coinage, halfcrowns (2), 1921, 1923; fourth coinage, halfcrowns (3), 1929, 1932, 1935; florins (3), 1928, 1935 (2); shilling 1928, extremely fine to virtually mint state (15) £150-200

195. George V, halfcrown, 1930, head l., rev. arms (S.4037), obverse very fine, reverse about extremely fine, the rarest date of the type £100-150

196. George V, florin, 1916, bear head l., rev. crowned cruciform shield, sceptres in angles (S.4012) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £30-40

197. George V, proof florin and shilling, 1927, bust l., rev. cross of shields (S.4038), virtually mint state though both deeply toned (2) £80-120
198. George V, bronze halfpennies (12), first head, 1911 (2), 1912, 1914-1916, 1918-1921, 1923-1924 (S. 4056), mint state or nearly so, the majority with full redness and bloom (12) £80-120

199. George V, bronze halfpenny, 1922, first head (BMC 2297; S. 4056), virtually mint state with full redness and bloom £80-120

200. George V, bronze halfpennies (10), modified head (2), 1925, 1926, small head (8), 1928, 1930-1936 (S. 4058), mint state or virtually so, 1930 spotted on reverse otherwise most with full redness and bloom (10) £70-100

201. George V, Maundy set, 1911, lacking twopence (S. 4016), extremely fine (3) £60-80

202. George VI, Festival of Britain, proof set of coins, 1951, Crown to Farthing (S. PS18), in green Royal mint box of issue, brilliant surfaces, mint state; and proof penny, 1937, as issued in sets, extremely fine (11) £70-90

203. George VI, Maundy set, 1942 (S. 4086), in official soft green leather purse from the ceremony, the coins dulled and a little stained (4) £80-120

204. George VI – Elizabeth II, brass threepences (11), 1938; 1946 (3); 1948 (2); 1949; 1950; 1951; 1953; 1967 (S.4112, 4113, 4152, 4153), the 1950 and 1967 about extremely fine, the others fine to very fine (11) £30-40

205. Elizabeth II, proof gold £10 – 1/10-Britannia, 1998 (S. BM4), in box of issue, with certificate 0157 (of 392 issued), brilliant mint state £80-120


207. Elizabeth II, Maundy sets (2), 1955; and partial set, lacking penny, in official soft white leather purse from the ceremony, coins virtually mint state, some toning and some dullness (23) £250-300


Both services were held at Westminster Abbey

209. Elizabeth II, Maundy sets (6), 1989 and additional threepence (S.4211), each set and the threepence sealed in plastic, in official soft white leather purse from the ceremony, coins brilliant mint state (25) £700-800

The Queen was 63 in 1989, hence the total value of 63 pence. The service was held at St. Philip’s Cathedral, Birmingham
210. *Elizabeth II, Coronation 1953*, proof set of 10 coins, crown to farthing, in Royal Mint leatherette case of issue and this in original card box, *some discolouration and light staining, virtually mint state* (10) £80-120

211. *Elizabeth II*, souvenir and commemorative coins and sets, *many mint state*, with a small quantity of pre-'47 silver coinage, including halfcrowns (30); and other currency coins, *these varied state* (lot) £65-80

212. *Bag containing approximately 70 Jubilee Crowns* £20-30

*Please note this lot is collection only.

---

213. *Ireland / Colonial America*, “Voce Populi” halfpence (2), 1760, head r., *rev. Hibernia, seated with harp, types 2 and 9, older neater style and P before face (D & F 566, 576), very fine for issue; George I, Wood’s halfpenny, 1723 (D & F 510), good fine (3) £120-160

214. *James II*, Gun Money coinage, halfcrown, 1690, March, “Mar:”, large size (D & F 391S. 6579M), *without wear but porosity to rev.; Limerick, brass halfpenny, 1691 (D & F 486; S. 6594), small split through last numeral of date, very fine (2) £100-150
**215. James II**, Gun Money coinage, halfcrowns (2), large size, 1689, Aug: and Dec: (S.6579B & H); shilling, 1690, June. (S. 6582G), first fine, other two very fine (3) £100-140

**216. James II**, Gun Money coinage, halfcrown, small size, 1690, June; shilling, 1689, Oct: (S. 6580D; 6581E), both very fine, other shillings (2), 1689, one Aug’t., fair and fine (4) £80-120

**217. James II**, halfpenny, 1683 (S. 6576), fair to fine, **William and Mary**, halfpenny, 1693, conjoined busts r., rev. harp (S. 6597), nearly very fine (2); with other mostly Georgian copper coinage (12), including Irish (5); others (2), these poor, fair or fine (16) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

---

**218. William and Mary**, copper halfpenny, 1692, conjoined busts r., A’s in GRATIA appear unbarred rev. crowned Irish harp dividing date (DF 495; S.6597), nearly very fine and very rare £120-180

*ex Baldwin’s vault

First impression is that the A’s are definitely unbarred, however under strong magnification just a hint of a bar can be seen

---

**219. Co Dublin**, Dublin, James Maculla, Penny, 1731, fleur-de-lis, rev. Justice stands between pillars (D.52), graffiti initials I – P either side of fleur-de-lis, fine £60-80

*ex Baldwin’s vault
220. **George III**, halfpenny, 1769, type II, laur. tall bust, short hair, rev. crowned harp (DF 582; S.6613), nearly extremely fine £100-150 *ex Baldwin’s vault*

221. **George III**, Bank Tokens (4), 10-pence, 1813, type II (S. 6618), virtually mint state; 5-pence (3), 1805 (2), 1806 (S.6619), very fine, toned and metal flaw on obv. of last (4) £70-90

**ISLE OF MAN**

222. **James Stanley**, halfpenny, 1733, second issue, interior of cap plain, wing tip to E of CHANGER (S. 7409), nearly extremely fine £150-200

**SCOTLAND**

223. **William & Mary**, silver forty-shillings, 1691, edge SECVNDO, Edinburgh mint, conjoined laureate and draped busts l, 40 below, rev. shield of arms, crowned (S. 5648), very fine, with mottled tone to obverse, and scarcer than the TERTIO edge £140-180

224. **A handsome necklace made up of 11 enamelled coin reverses**, by Henry Edwards & Edward John Ball, Silversmiths, 82 High Street, Birmingham, graduated and paired in size leading to a William III crown; this and all others gilt to enhance lettering, details and border, each in 6 or 7 colours; sixpences (2), 1757; shillings (2), 1745, 1758; ‘Godless’ florins (2), Gothic florins (2), 1853, 1857; George IV, halfcrowns (2), 1820; crown, 1696; Puginesque star and rosette links between coins; separate florin brooch, in matching colours; a pair of earrings from George II sixpences, 1757, reverses in 4 colours on Royal blue (possibly not part of the original set), in original oval maroon leather and velvet-lined fitted case (this with spaces for a crown-pendant and earrings); extremely fine and rare £1250-1750

**ENAMELLED COINS**
From the collection of the late Michael Noad
225. Modern mid-20th century enamelled coin reverses (4), William III, crown, 1696, the coin also with old graffiti under enamel “A.F 1801”; George III, crown 1819 LIX; William IV, halfcrown, 1836; Victoria, double-florin, 1889, very fine (4) £80-120

226. George III, crowns (5), the ‘painted’ St. George with legend on black, Cambridge blue, red and royal blue (2) borders, some chipping and damage to all (5) £80-120

227. George III, crowns (5), the ‘painted’ St. George with legends all on royal blue borders, some slight damage (5) £80-120

228. George III, halfcrowns (2), ‘bull’ and small head, multi-coloured reverses, in capstan mount; sixpences (2), arms with white and pale blue; William IV, halfcrown, 1835, multi-coloured arms and mantle on pale blue, brooch mount, very fine or better (5) £80-120

229. George III, halfcrowns (3), 1816, armorial reverse enamelled in 5 colours, legend on royal blue, brooch mounted; second type (2), armorial reverse enamelled, in 6 colours, legend lettering and background silver; and 1817, 7 colours, legend on royal blue, all brooch mounted, extremely fine (3) £120-150

230. George III, halfcrowns (3), 1816, first type, armorial reverses enamelled, in 5 colours (2), legends on sky blue and royal blue borders; last in 4 colours, legend on medium blue border, all brooch mounted, very fine (3) £100-140

231. Halfcrowns (3), multi-coloured, George III, small head (2), arms on pale and royal blue borders; George IV, arms on royal blue, brooch mounted (one lacks pin); William IV, multi-coloured brooch in imitation of an 1837 halfcrown, very fine (4) £70-100

232. George III, shillings (5), 4 or 6 colours, Irish harps on blue or green, sky blue borders (2), brooch mounted; royal blue (3), unmounted, the latter extremely fine, the former nearly so (5) £80-100
233. **George IV**, crown, 1822, engraved and enamelled both sides, head and St. George on royal blue, *rev.* also with red and green, pendant fitting; George III, crowns (4), St. George engraved, on royal blue legends on white border, all brooch fittings, *generally about very fine* (5) £100-140

One George III with “ATTEWELL” in exergue

234. **George IV**, crowns (4), 1821 (3) and 1822, painted St. George on silver background, thin line border, one 1821 with broken suspension loop, others brooch mounted, *one lacquered, very fine and better* (4) £100-140

235. **George IV**, halfcrown, 1820, the armorial reverse and national flowers enamelled in 7 colours, royal blue background; others (3), 1821, in 5 or 6 colours, but the national flowers finely engraved, brooch mounted, *extremely fine* (4) £180-200

236. **George IV**, halfcrowns (2): 1820; 1821, the armorial reverses enamelled in 5 colours; 1820, background black, the national flowers finely engraved; 1821, background white; with a pair, 1821, the armorial reverses enamelled in 6 colours, the background silver, all brooch mounted, *one of the latter extremely fine, others very fine or better* (4) £120-150

237. **George IV**, halfcrowns (3), second type, the armorial reverse with engraved acanthus scrolls and helm, royal blue (2 – one with silver details much in evidence) and sky-blue backgrounds, brooch mounted, *very fine and better* (3) £80-100

238. **George IV**, enamelled shilling, 1826, multi-coloured, painted portrait on gilt background, legend on Cambridge blue border, *rev.* gilt lion on royal blue, white border, *attractive and good very fine; shilling, 1826, gilt obverse, enamelled reverse, in glazed capstan fob mount, much as made* (2) £100-140
239. **George IV**, ‘Lion’ shilling design, the lion on crown engraved on royal blue enamelled background on silver halfcrown-size disc; another, smaller and shilling-size, on white enamelled background, both brooch mounted, *very fine* (2)  £60-80

240. **George IV**, ‘Lion’ shillings (3), lion gilt and enamelled on pink background and white border, in glazed gold fob; gilt and enamelled on royal blue background, in glazed gold swivel fob; enamelled on royal blue background and white border, in glazed 15 ct. gold pendant, *first and last extremely fine, second very fine* (3)  £100-140

241. **George IV**, ‘Lion’ shillings (3), enamelled on girt-silver background, details painted and royal blue border; another, the ‘lion’ reverse but on an 1817 shilling of George III, all beautifully worked and all by the same hand, two on bar brooches, last two unmounted, *extremely fine and the last unusual* (4)  £120-150

242. **George IV**, ‘Lion’ shillings (5), enamelled with differing backgrounds and border, one gilt, various mounts, *very fine and better* (5)  £70-90

243. **William IV**, halfcrowns (5), reverses in varying degrees of colour, a pair, pendant and brooch, with outer silver border, others brooch mounted, *damage to some, fine to very fine* (5)  £80-120

244. **William IV**, halfcrowns (3): 1834; 1835; 1836, the armorial reverse with engraved folds to mantle, enamelled in 6 colours, royal blue backgrounds, brooch mounted, *1835 extremely fine, others very fine* (3)  £100-140

245. **William IV**, halfcrowns (4): 1836 (3), the armorial reverse on royal blue backgrounds (2), one engraved folds to mantle and exquisite ermine, one red enamel folds, 6 colours; 1837, on red guilloche background, 5 colours; on silver background, all brooch mounted, last lacks pin, *last very fine others extremely fine though smallest of chips to first* (4)  £120-150

246. **William IV**, halfcrowns (4): 1834, the armorial reverse in black, white and silver only; 1837, on royal black backgrounds; 1834, on sky blue and 1835 on royal blue, with varying degrees of engraving on mantle (2), all brooch mounted, last two lack pin, *last very fine, others extremely fine though smallest of chips to first* (4)  £120-150
247. William IV, a bar-brooch of four three-halfpences, 1834, red borders at ends, royal blue in centre, slightest chip to one of centre coins, very fine or better; George IV, a pair of earrings, from ‘lion’ sixpences; single earring from 1787 sixpence; St. George reverse to a George III milled sixpence; George III, sixpence, 1820, reverse enamelled, in gilt capstan brooch; and Victoria, Britannia groat, 1838, pendant mount, extremely fine or nearly so (7) £100-140

248. Victoria, crowns (3), young head, crowned arms reverses, ‘painted’ wreath, pale and dark blue borders; engraved wreath on royal blue, white border, brooch mounted, first pleasing very fine, slight damage to last, more extensive to second (3) £80-120

249. Victoria, young head crowns (3), 1845, year VIII, the reverses enamelled on pale yellow background with royal blue border, one with minor chip, very fine, others better (3) £120-150

250. Victoria, young head halfcrowns (2), 1846, painted wreath, pale blue border, 1883, on white, rope pendant border; Gothic florins (3), multi-coloured, royal blue border, ‘painted’ in angles, royal blue and white, lacquered and lacks pin, white border, first florin good very fine; others very fine or nearly so (5) £80-120

251. Victoria, young head halfcrown, 1885, the reverse enamelled on white background with 3 colours only on arms and details worked in silver, brooch mounted, choice extremely fine £70-90

252. Victoria, young head halfcrowns (3), the reverses enamelled on royal blue background with wreath and details engraved in silver; fully enamelled, on white background with green border, all brooch mounted, very fine or better, green an unusual colour (3) £80-100

253. Victoria, Jubilee coinage, gold sovereign, 1887, reverse enamelled in 3 colours on royal blue, gold glazed fob-type suspender, no glass to coin’s obverse which is damaged, very fine £220-260

254. Victoria, Jubilee coinage, crowns (4), St. George ‘painted’ on silver background, one ‘host’ coin corroded, two lacquered; others (2), mid-20th century enamelling, silver horseman on red and painted horseman on silver, this in pendant, corroded coin poor, others very fine (6) £80-120
255. **Victoria**, Jubilee coinage, double-florins (4), in simple colours, 1887 (3), on royal blue, pink and white and engraved details on black only; 1890, on royal blue and white, brooch mounted, pink and white lacquered and lacks pin, all very fine (4) £80-120

The black coin obviously enamelled in 1901 as a memorial

256. **Victoria**, Jubilee coinage, double florins (5), 1887, multi-coloured, shields on pink, legend on white (2), shields on pink, legend on royal blue (2); shields on pink, legend on red, brooch mounted, one of first pair lacks pin, all extremely fine, scarce (5) £200-300

257. **Victoria**, Jubilee coinage, double florins, 1887 (4), multi-coloured, shields on silver, legend on royal blue (2); and pale blue (2), one of each has some engraving on silver field, both pale blue on gilt coins, all brooch mounted, *chip on E of DEF on one dark blue otherwise extremely fine or virtually so* (4) £180-200

258. **Victoria**, Jubilee coinage, halfcrowns (3), 1887, on silver and white, deep blue border, rope pendant mount; others (2), 1887, 1889, white Garter, royal blue border, brooch mounted; old head coinage, halfcrown and florin, 1893, royal and pale blue borders, *florin on gilt flan, lacquered and without mount, others very fine* (5) £70-100

259. **Victoria**, Golden Jubilee 1887, a young head halfcrown, 1880, the reverse with enamelled arms and wreath on silver background, the legend replaced in blue enamel and reading, GOD SAVE OUR QUEEN – 1837 JUBILEE 1887, extremely fine £60-80

260. **Victoria**, Jubilee coinage, halfcrown, 1887, on a ‘radiant’ silver flan, painted enamel Collar and George, arms and legend in 4 colours, brooch mounted; others (2), similar colours to (lots 669, 670), with blue border, Garter motto on white, in glazed silver rope-edged brooch mount and silver capstan brooch mount, extremely fine or virtually so (3) £100-140

261. **Victoria**, Jubilee coinage, halfcrowns, 1887 (3), in 6 colours with white border, brooch mounted; another, similar but black border, brooch mounted, very fine or better (4) £100-140
262. Victoria, Jubilee coinage, florins (4), multi-coloured, a pair on white background, almost matching; others (2), royal and pale blue borders on white and silver backgrounds, very fine, latter two lacquered (4) £70-100

263. Victoria, Jubilee coinage, shillings (7), 1887, most with 5 colours in differing arrangements, five unmounted, one brooch mount, one loop, very fine or a little better (7) £70-100

264. Victoria, ‘Britannia’ groats, a matched pair, 1843; 1845, on silver; another, 1877, on gilt flan; others (3), one silver, others red and royal blue borders; Jubilee coinage, threepences, 1887 (2), four with loops, very fine to extremely fine (8) £80-100

265. Victoria, veiled bust coinage, halfcrown memorial brooch, crowned arms enamelled in 3 colours on silver and white, lettering on royal blue border, date adapted, “29th SEP 1901”, extremely fine and a rare souvenir £80-120

266. Victoria, veiled head coinage, florins, 1893 (2), in four colours with painted details, red and royal blue borders; shilling, 1893, with matching red border, all brooch mounted (florins lack pins), finely worked and extremely fine (3) £100-140

267. Victoria, veiled head coinage, florins (2), red and white borders, brooch mounted; shilling, 1897, white border; sixpence, 1897, sky blue; and threeeepences (3): 1893; 1897, gilt flans; 1897, painted on white, but not with coinage details, very fine and better (7) £80-100

268. Edward VII, ‘Lion’ shillings (7), red and two blues, 1902; red and white, 1906; royal blue and white border (3): 1902 (2); 1906, royal and sky-blue; 1908, royal-blue; and sixpence, 1909, brooch, or loop mounted, very fine or a little better (8) £80-100

269. George V, halfcrowns, 1911 (2), Coronation year, the armorial reverses enamelled in 6 colours, one red, one royal blue border, brooch mounted, extremely fine (2) £60-80
270. **George V**, halfcrowns (7), World War I period, the armorial reverses enamelled in 5 or 6 colours, 1914 (2); 1915 (3); 1918, all with royal blue border; 1918, green border, brooch mounted (one 1915 lacks pin), one 1914 engraved 'S. A. Ripley 17/7/21', extremely fine or nearly so (7) £100-140

271. **Stick-pins** (6): George IV, 'Lion' shilling and sixpence, gilt, with royal blue border, *both choice extremely fine*; shilling, 1821, on royal blue; ‘Lion’ shilling, gilt, sky blue border; groat (?), with St. George and dragon, on royal blue; Victorian groat with William IV type crowned and mantled arms, *these generally very fine* (6) £80-100

272. **Stick-pins** (6): George II, sixpence, 1757; George III, sixpences (2), sky- and royal-blue borders; Victoria, Britannia groats (2): 1846; 1848; Jubilee sixpence, 1887, details painted on white, this and 2 others believed with gold pins, *very fine to extremely fine, but slight damage to first* (6) £80-100

273. **Stick-pins** (5): Victoria, Jubilee coinage, 1887, shilling and sixpence, with red borders; shilling, royal blue border; sixpences (2), white borders, one convex-domed; with further sixpences (2), one double-sided; and glazed brass fob, ‘Lion’ shilling design, *first two extremely fine, others generally very fine* (8) £70-100

274. **Mixed enamelled coinage** (15), George III, sixpences (2); George IV, ‘lion’ shillings (3), *one in glazed capstan mount*; Victoria, young head, Britannia groats (2); Jubilee, shilling, sixpences (2); Edward VII, double-sided shilling, *poor*; double-shilling brooch, 1902; George V, florins (2); George VI, halfcrown, 1943, *a good mix, fine to very fine* (except as stated) (15) £80-120

275. **Coin brooches and enamelled coins**: four silver oval brooches, the centres set with enamelled coin reverses, crowns (3), 1818, 1821, both St. George; 1845, crowned armorial shield; halfcrown, 1887, arms within Garter; and a second 1887 halfcrown, in modern square brooch setting, London Hallmark 1979, maker MJP, *very fine* (5) £80-120

276. **South Africa**, ZAR, Paul Kruger, multi-coloured enamelled halfcrown, 1896, painted portrait on silver background, arms within royal blue border, brooch mounted (clasp broken), *good very fine, a few minor marks to reverse, scarce*; shilling, 1897, gilt obverse, enamelled reverse, in glazed capstan fob mount, *much as made* (2) £100-140
WORLD COINS AND TOKENS

277. **Armenia**, Levon I (1198-1219), double-tram, King enthroned with sceptre and orb, rev. lion to l., holding cross, cinquefoil in field, 5.61gms, very fine though weak in centre  
£80-120

278. **Australia**, Sydney, Hogarth, Erichsen & Co., silver token threepence, 1860, tree between kangaroo and emu, rev. 3 within wreath (KM. Tn118), about fine, scarce  
£70-100

279. **Australia**, De Carle, E. & Co., Melbourne, Auctioneers and Land Agents, copper penny, Justice seated, 1855 (G.63; A.103; R.116), very fine £30-40  
*ex Baldwin’s vault*

280. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1861, Sydney mint, head l., rev. AUSTRALIA within wreath, crown above (KM. 4) certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 55  
£350-450

281. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1870, Sydney mint, head l., rev. AUSTRALIA within wreath, crown above (KM. 4) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61  
£550-650

282. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1874S, young head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3856A) certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53  
£275-375

283. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1879S, young head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3856A) certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55, rare  
£450-550

284. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1882S, young head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3858D) certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55  
£275-375

285. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1884M, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S. 3854A) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61  
£350-450
286. **G Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1884M, young head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3857E) extremely rare, certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58 £275-325

287. **G Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1891M, 'jubilee' bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3867C) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63+ £300-325

288. **G Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1892S, 'jubilee' bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3868C) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62+ £275-325

289. **G Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1898M, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S. 3875) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £275-325

290. **G Australia**, Edward VII, sovereign, 1908P, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, P above date (S.3976B) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £275-325


292. **G Australia**, Edward VII, sovereign, 1910S, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.3973) certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63 £275-325

293. **G Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1912M, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, M above date (S. 3999) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 £275-325

294. **G Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1913S, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.4003) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

295. **G Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1914P, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, P above date (S.4001) certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63 £250-300
296. **Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1914S, bare head r., **rev.** St. George and the dragon, S above date (S. 4003) certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63 £250-300

297. **Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1915M, bare head r., **rev.** St. George and the dragon, M above date (S. 3999) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 £250-300

298. **Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1915M, bare head r., **rev.** St. George and the dragon, M above date (S. 3999) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

299. **Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1918S, bare head r., **rev.** St. George and the dragon, S above date (S. 4003) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

300. **Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1922P, bare head r., **rev.** St. George and the dragon, P above date (S. 4001) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

301. **Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1928P, bare head r., **rev.** St. George and the dragon, P above date (S. 4001) certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62 £250-300

302. **Australia**, George V, sovereign, 1929P, bare head r., **rev.** St. George and the dragon, P above date (S. 4002) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £250-300

303. **Australia**, George V, florin, 1934, regular coinage, crowned bust l., **rev.** arms with kangaroo and emu supporters (KM 27), extremely fine £60-80

304. **Canada**, Victoria, 10-cents, 1882 H, Heaton Mint, head l., **rev.** value in wreath (KM 3); 5-cents, 1894 (KM 2); bronze cent, 1859 (KM 1); Newfoundland, 10-cents and 5-cents, 1894 (KM 3, 2), second good very fine, others extremely fine and cent shows redness on reverse (5) £120-150

305. **Canada**, Elizabeth II, $10, 2014, bust head r., **rev.** pope John Paul II (KM 1654) certified and graded by NGC as Proof 70 Ultra Cameo £30-40
306. **Ceylon [Sri Lanka]**, Singhalese Kingdom, Chola dynasty, anonymous gold stater, ruler standing, rev. ruler seated, 4.37gms (Fr. 1), very fine £220-260

307. **Ceylon [Sri Lanka]**, Singhalese Kingdom, Chola dynasty, anonymous gold quarter stater, ruler kneeling, rev. legend, 1.03gms (Fr. 5), very fine; with gold mas, 0.84gms (Fr. 6), crudely struck, fine (2) £100-140

308. **Cyprus**, George V (1910-1936), silver 45-piastras, 1928, crowned bust l., rev. heraldic lions (Pr. 1; KM 19); British Trade Dollar, 1909 B (KM T5), both about very fine, some staining (2) £70-90

309. **Egypt**, Abdul Hamid II (AH 1293-1327 / 1876-1909), silver 20-qirsh, AH 1293, year 20, Misr mint, Toughra, rev. legend within wreath (KM 296; Dav 18), good extremely fine and retaining some brilliance £120-160

310. **France**, Charles the Bald (843-77), silver denier, Melle, cross, CARLV S REX FR, rev. KAROLVS monogram, METVLLO, without x in legend, wt. 0.99gms, (MEC 924/933; M&G 1063), very fine £60-70

311. **France**, Charles the Bald (843-77), silver denier, Melle, cross, CARLV S REX FR, rev. KAROLVS monogram, METVLLO, without x in legend, wt. 1.02gms, (MEC 924/933; M&G 1063), very fine £60-70

312. **France, Anglo-Gallic, Edward the Black Prince**, Prince of Acquitaine (1362-1372), demi-gros, second issue, Poitiers mint, crowned bust r., holding sword, legend ends, … GLIE P, rev. long cross, legend in two lines around (Elias 180a (lot 274); S. 8131), some weakness in striking, good fine or perhaps better £80-120

313. **France, Anglo-Gallic, Henry VI**, Grand Blanc aux écus, Paris, mm. crown, shields of England and France, HERICVS above, rev. Latin cross above HERICVS, lis and leopard to either side (Elias 279 var.; S. 8166), very fine £80-120

315. France / French Colonies / USA, Louis XV (1715-1774), Sou Marque or 2-sols, 1741 BB, Strasbourg mint, crowned L, rev. crowned L’s cypher (Gad. 263; KM 500), nearly extremely fine and retaining much original silver £80-120

316. France / French Colonies / USA, Louis XV (1715-1774), Sou Marque or 2-sols, 1755 A, Paris mint, crowned L, rev. crowned L’s cypher (Gad. 263; KM 500), nearly extremely fine and retaining much original silver £80-120

317. France / French Colonies / USA, Louis XV (1715-1774), Sou Marques or 2-sols (2), 1755 A, Paris mint, crowned L, rev. crowned L’s cypher (Gad. 263; KM 500), good very fine, one retaining some original silver; Cayenne, 2-sous, 1789 A (KM 1), fine; West Indies, copper crowned-C stampee, c. 1763, on smoothed colonial 2-sous, poor (4) £100-150

319. France, Louis XV, silver écu au bandeau, 1769, L, Bayonne mint, bust l, ribbon ties hair, rev. crowned arm within wreath (Gad. 322; Dupl. 1680; Dav. 1331), slight metal flaw at rim at top (by 2nd ‘I’ of DOMINI), good very fine, with pleasant light tone £100-140

320. France, Louis XVI, silver écu aux branches d’olivier, 1784 A, Paris mint, bust l, rev. crowned arms within olive wreath (Dav. 1333; KM 564), obv. with adjustment marks, a little buffed, very fine £50-80

318. France, Louis XIV, silver écu de Béarn, 1666, Pau mint, young (juvenile) laureate bust r., rev. crowned arms of France, Navarre and Béarn (Dav. 3804; KM 216), at one time buffed, and clip or file-mark to reverse edge by SIT N, better than fine £150-200

321. France, Louis XVI, silver écu aux branches d’olivier, 1789 L, Bayonne mint, bust l, rev. crowned arms within olive wreath (Gad. 356; Dav. 1333), strong very fine £80-120
322. **France**, five francs, 1824W, head l., rev. crowned arms divide denomination within wreath (KM.711.13) certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55 £40-50

323. **France**, five francs, 1829L, head l., rev. crowned arms divide denomination within wreath (KM.728.5) certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58 £60-80

324. **Germany**, Prussia, three mark, 1913A, uniformed bust r., rev. crowned imperial eagle (KM.535) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 £40-50

325. **Germany**, Prussia, Wilhelm II, 5-marks, 1913, 3-marks, 1914, uniformed bust r., rev. eagle; Meissen brown 5-Marks, 1921; Great Britain, Victoria, crown, 1899; smaller denominations (20), various coinages; and George V, crown 1935; enamelled coins (2), fine to very fine (27) £80-120

326. **Greece**, George (1863-1913), 5-drachmai (2), 1875 A, head left, rev. crowned shield (Dav.117; Divo 50a; KM 46), good fine and very fine, the latter a little buffed; drachma, 1883, fine (3) £100-150

327. **Greece**, Crete, Greek Administration, Prince George (1898-1906), 5-drachmai, 1901, Paris, head r., rev. crowned arms on mantle (Dav. 118; Divo 130; KM 9), fine £65-80

328. **India**, Mysore, Krishna Raja Wodeyar (AH 1225-1285 / AD 1810-1868), gold pagoda, uncertain mint, Umamahešwara type, Siva and Parvati seated, rev. Devanagari legend, 3.42gms (Fr. 1358), good very fine £150-200

329. **India**, Dutch Colonial, Negapatnam mint, Porto Novo gold pagodas (2), Vishnu standing, rev. totally granulated field, 3.39, 3.42gms (Fr. 1508), extremely fine (2) £250-350

330. **India**, Native States, Malabar Coast, gold fanam, 0.31gms; silver rupees (3); smaller silver (3); copper (4), including Kandy Kings (3), most very fine or better (10) £70-90
331. **India**, Sultanates, Bengal, coinage in the name of Shams al-Din Iltutmish, Sultan of Dehli and the Caliph al-Mustansir, silver tanka, no mint, no date (G&G B37), uneven patina, very fine £120-180

332. **India**, silver coinage (19), late 18th – 19th century, Bengal Presidency, rupee; Bombay Presidency, rupee, AH 1215; Madras Presidency (2), one sea-salvage; ½-rupee; ¼-rupees (2); native states, rupees (4), one square; half-rupee and other fractionals (8), second good very fine, others mostly fine to very fine (19) £100-140

333. **India**, East India Company, Madras presidency, copper gilt plated cash, 1803, lion rampant l., rev. value in Persian and English (KM.315b var), extremely fine, rare £150-200

334. **India**, silver coinage, ½-rupee and rupees (12), EIC, Princely and Native States, including Bareilly mint, under Wellesley, mostly very fine (13) £120-160

335. **India**, copper and bronze coinage (66), late 18th – 19th century, British Presidencies, EIC and later; together with Native States, a varied collection, mostly fine or better (66) £100-140

336. **India**, Victoria, 2 annas, 1876(c), crowned bust l., rev. value, country and date within floral border (KM.469; S&W.5.43), very fine £200-250 Considerably rarer than suggested by the pricing in KM.

337. **India**, George VI, nickel-brass half-annas (555), square, crowned bust l., rev. value, mixed dates (KM 534), mint state or virtually so (555) £200-300

338. **India**, George VI, nickel-brass half-annas (547), square, crowned bust l., rev. value, mixed dates (KM 534), mint state or virtually so (547) £200-300

339. **Italy**, Lombardy-Venetia, Revolutionary Provisional Government, box coin made from 5-lire, 1848 M, Milan mint, Italia standing, rev. or base, value within wreath (as Dav. 206; KM 22.1), screw fitting, much as made £100-150

340. **Latvia**, five lati (2), 1929 (1), 1932 (1) crowned head r., rev. arms with supporters above value (KM.9) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 (2) £40-50 The coins erroneously placed into the slab with the wrong date; the 1929 placed into the 1932 slab and vice versa
341. Mexico, Charles IV, 8-reales, 1797, F.M., laureate bust r., rev. crowned arms (Cal-691; KM 109), obverse much stained, very fine £65-80

342. Mexico, Charles IV, 8-reales, 1805, T.H., laureate bust r., rev. crowned arms and pillars (Cal. 703), good very fine with attractive grey patina £80-120

343. Mexico, Charles IV, 8-reales, 1805, T.H., laureate bust r., rev. crowned arms (Cal. 703), pleasant very fine £70-100

344. Morocco, Moulay ‘Abd Al-Rahman (1238-1276 AH / 1822-1859), gold dinar bunduqi, 1269 AH, Arabic script both sides (Fr. 4g), very fine £180-220

345. Netherlands, Lion daalders (6) Friesland, 160[?]7; Gelderland (3), 164[3], 1641, 1646; Holland, 1604, Utrecht, 1643, this crowned lion in arms, all knight with shield of arms, rev. rampant lion l. (Del. 852, 825, 831, 844), all either sea-salvage or land hoard, fair to fine, penultimate pierced (6) £150-200

346. Netherlands, Lion daalders (4) Utrecht, 1643, 1646, crowned lion in arms; 1641, 164[28], uncrowned lion in arms; all knight with shield of arms, rev. rampant lion l. (Del. 844, 845), all either sea-salvage or land hoard, fair to fine, Dav. 844 very fine; 845 fine (4) £120-150

347. Netherlands, Lion daalders (6) West-Friesland, 1616, 161[27], 1617, 1647; Zeeland (2), 1650?, 1651?, all knight with shield of arms, rev. rampant lion l. (Del. 836, 839), all either sea-salvage or land hoard, fair to fine (6) £100-150

348. New Zealand, Caro, J. & Co, Christchurch, General Ironmongers, ploughman (G.41; A.62; R.74), double scratch on reverse, very fine £30-50 *ex Baldwin’s vault

349. Straits Settlements, George V, silver 20-cents (4), 10-cents (30), 5-cents (8), generally fine to very fine (42) £125-175
350. Siam [Thailand], Rama IV - Mongkut, silver baht, undated (c. 1860), crown with umbrellas and leaf scroll on either side, rev., elephant within a Chakra, stars around; with smaller silver denominations (3) salu’ng / ¼-baht; fuang / 1/8-baht and 1-sik / 1/16-baht (KM. Y11, Y9, Y8, Y7.1), first fine, others very fine (4) £120-160

351. Siam [Thailand], Rama VI (1910-1925), silver baht (4), 2-salu’ng – ½ baht; salu’ng – ¼-baht (2), all uniformed bust r., rev. elephants (KM. Y45, 44, 43), very fine or better (7) £80-120

352. South Africa, ZAR, Paul Kruger, silver crown, 1892, single shaft, bust l., rev. arms (Hern Z37; KM. 8.1), handling marks and edge nick by R of REPUBLIC, good extremely fine and mint bloom to reverse £700-900

353. Spain and Colonies, Philip V, ‘cob’ 1-reales (2), 1722, 1731, no visible mint; another, no visible date or mint, fair to fine (3) £60-80

354. Spain, Ferdinand VII (1808-1833), silver duro (five pesetas), 1808, provincial emergency coinage for Gerona, (KM.10; CCT 343; Dav. 311), fine £80-120

355. Spain, Isabella II, 100-reales, 1856, Madrid mint, a contemporary forgery of the gold coin but struck in platinum, bust l., rev. crowned arms (cf. Cal. 21), deep test cut at 2 o’clock (with acid stain), scuffed and scratched, fine but rare £300-400

356. Sudan, Abdullah Ibn Mohammed (AH 1302-1316; AD 1885-1898), copper 20-piastres (3), Omduman mint, AH 1312/12 (AD 1894/5), legend and date within wreath, rev. legend within wreath, spears below (KM.26), fine to very fine, one shows hint of base silver (3) £60-70

357. Switzerland, Confederation, 5-francs, 1909 B, Bern (KM 34), nearly very fine; later type, William Tell (2), 1923 B (KM 37), extremely fine and uncirculated (3) £150-200
358. **Tunisia**, Mahmud II, billon piastre (2), small size, 1242h, 1244h (KM:90); with copper coins of EIC (2), Madras, *good very fine or better* (4) £80-100

359. **Turkey**, 'Abd al-Mejid (AH 1255-1277/1839-1861), 10- and 5-kurush, AH 1255, year 6, Toughra, and flower, *rev.* value and date (KM 674, 673), both *virtually mint state with bloom*, first with tiniest edge nick at 8 o’clock (2) £220-260

360. **Turkey**, Abdal Hamid II (AH 1293-1327 / 1876-1909), 5-kurush, 1293, year 12 (KM 737), *good extremely fine*; Muhammad V (AH 1327-1336 / 1909-1918), 20-kurush, year 8 (KM 780); **Iran**, Muzaffar al-Din (1896-1907), 5-qiran [5000-dinar], AH 1320 / 1902, crowned legend within wreath, *rev.* Lion to l., with raised sword (KM 976), *both good very fine* (3) £80-120

361. **USA**, Colonial America, New England, Massachusetts Bay Colony, silver Oak Tree threepence, 1652, MASATHVSETS: around oak tree, *rev.* NEW EN[GL]A[ND], date and value in two lines, 1652 III, *very small square piercing through border to r., of base of oak tree (first I of value) and legend flattened in places*, *fine and rare* £200-300

362. **USA**, Colonial America, George Washington, copper halfpenny token, uniformed bust l., WASHINGTON PRESIDENT, *rev.* starboard view of ship, edge PAYABLE IN ANGLESEY LONDON OR LIVERPOOL (Breen 1225; DH. Middlesex 1051), metal flaw below bust, *about very fine*; George III, “Voce Populi” halfpenny, 1760, type 9 variety, head r., P below, *rev.* Hibernia, seated with harp (D & F 577), *fine* (2) £120-160

363. **USA**, George Washington, copper cent, double headed type, similar laureate and uniformed bust l., WASHINGTON / ONE CENT; regular coinage, large cent, 1827, matron head, *this very fine, first almost so* (2) £100-140
364. USA, Colonial America, Nova Constellatio, copper cent, 1783, pointed rays, small US, (Crosby 2-B; Breen 1107), good fine, but weak in centre of rev though some porosity shows on obverse £150-200

365. USA, St. Gaudens twenty-dollar gold coin-watch, a 1914, Philadelphia mint coin opening secretly to reveal a small watch (not in working order), hinged into a shaped recess, the hidden opening catch in the milled edge at 12 o’clock, minute French import mark, Arabic numerals; the watch face without maker’s or merchant’s name, inner case lid stamped 18K and numbered 79424, much as made, extremely fine and rare £1500-2500

A number of prestige companies made coin watches including Vacheron & Constantin, Audermars Piquet, Eska, Patek Philippe, Piaget and Rolex. Some were pre-war then again in the 1960’s and 70’s

366. USA, five dollar, 1891CC, coronet head l. within stars, rev. eagle (KM.101) lightly wiped good very fine and rare £300-400

367. USA, Trade dollar, 1877, eagle, rev. Liberty seated (KM 108), fine; Mexico, Charles IV, 8-reales, 1805, T.H., much chop-marked, and attempted piercing at top of head, fair to fine (2) £80-120

368. USA, Liberty head dollar, 1878 CC, Carson City mint, certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63 £100-140

369. USA, Morgan dollars (6), 1879, 1881, both S; 1884, 1885, both O; 1878, 1921, last very fine, others extremely fine and 1881 S better, much bloom though toning stain behind head (6) £180-220

370. USA, Morgan dollars (6), 1882S, 1884O, 1886, 1889, 1897, 1898O, liberty head l., date below flanked by stars, rev. eagle within half wreath (KM.110) certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, 61 and 62 (3) respectively (6) £150-200

372. **USA**, Morgan dollars (2), 1904O, 1921S; dollars (3), 1922, 1923S, 1925S, liberty head l., date below (KM.110; KM.150) *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, 64, 64+, 62 and 61 respectively* (5) £100-120

373. **USA**, half dollar, 1831, dr. bust l., date below flanked by stars, rev. eagle (KM.37) *certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40* £50-70

374. **USA**, half dollar, 1835, dr. bust l., date below flanked by stars, rev. eagle (KM.37) *certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40* £50-70

375. **USA**, commemorative coinage, half dollars (2); 1936D, Texas Centennial, eagle l., large star behind, rev. winged Victory kneeling beside Almo Mission, small busts of Sam Houston and Stephen Austin at sides (KM.167); 1946, Iowa Statehood Centennial, First Capitol building at Iowa City, rev. Iowa state seal (KM.197), *both certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65* (2) £130-150

376. **USA**, quarter dollar, 1835, dr. bust l., date below flanked by stars, rev. eagle (KM.55) *certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine Details, cleaned* £40-60

377. **USA**, 5-cents or half-dime, 1833, Liberty Capped type, *very fine* £120-160

378. **USA**, “shot-through” coins, a gilt chatelaine made of three linked coins; half-, and quarter-dollar and 10-cents, all 1904, with a protruding Liberty head, reverse of largest stamped “PAT. AUG. 11. 03”, *much as made* £65-80

The chatelaine was probably made for sale at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition (the St. Louis World’s Fair).

379. A collection of World coins, 18th – 20th century, contained in an album, some silver, including crown-size; and base metals including 18th century tokens; British colonial and others, *varied state* (lot) £120-160
380. **Collectors’ pocket albums** (2), containing smaller denomination silver (58), including British, Canadian and other world coins; sundry others (25), mostly base metals, *generally poor, fair or fine* (86) £70-90

381. **Miscellaneous coins of the world**, 20th century, including commemorative issues, crown-size pieces, and some silver, *varied state* (lot) £45-60

---

**COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS**

382. **Scotland**, Mary, marriage to Francis, Dauphin of France, 1558, copper restitutional medal, 19th century, by J. B. Salmson, after a contemporary jeton, busts vis-à-vis, crown above, *rev.* conjoined crowned coats-of-arms, small crowned F - M to either side, FECTIT VTRAQVE VNVM 1558, 53mm (MI 92/5; Eimer 40), *extremely fine and light colour* £60-80

*ex Baldwin’s vault

383. **Elizabeth I**, the Phoenix Medal, c.1574, brass, unsigned, bust of Elizabeth I left, *rev.* a phoenix below crowned monogram, 51.5 x 41.5mm. (MI. 124/70; Eimer 48), 19th century, perhaps earlier, *a cast of poor quality, obverse fine, reverse fair* £80-120

384. **Oliver Cromwell**, Battle of Dunbar, bronze cast of the gold and silver award medal, 1650, by Thomas Simon, armoured and draped bust of Cromwell to l., battle scene beyond, *WORD AT DUNBAR, rev.* the assembled chamber of Parliament, 32.5 x 27mm. (MI.392/14; Eimer 181), believed 18th century, *very fine* £150-200

The medal was never awarded in bronze and such a cast would have been made simply to fulfil the Cromwell souvenir market

385. **Archbishop William Sancroft** (1617-1693) and the Seven Bishops, cast silver medal, 1688, by George Bower, bust of Sancroft r., in clerical robes and cap, *rev.* medallic portraits and the names of the Bishop of London and the six imprisoned bishops, plain edge, 50mm. (MI.622/37; Eimer 288), *good fine and toned* £80-120
386. **Anne, Second Great Seal (1707-1715),** *obv.* by John Roos, or Ross, bronzed electrotype, the Queen enthroned between Justice and Religion, and Union Flag and Royal Standard, 155mm; *Victoria, first Great Seal, 1838-1860, recto,* bronzed electrotype, by Benjamin Wyon, the Queen enthroned between Justice and Religion, 160mm, both very fine (2) £80-120

387. Admiral George Brydges Rodney (1719-1792), the capture of St. Eustatius, bronze medal, 1781, unsigned, uniformed bust of Rodney r., in tricorn hat, *rev.* Rodney’s flagship attacks a Dutch ship which is on fire, RODNEY FOR EVER, 33mm. (BHM.233; MH.386), good very fine £100-150

388. Admiral George Brydges Rodney (1719-1792), the capture of St. Eustatius, bronze medal, 1781, unsigned, uniformed bust of Rodney r., in tricorn hat, *rev.* Rodney’s flagship attacks a Dutch ship which is on fire, RODNEY FOR EVER, 33mm. (BHM.233; MH.386), sharp very fine, but some scratches and stains £100-150

389. Admiral George Brydges Rodney (1719-1792), the capture of St. Eustatius, bronze medals (2), 1781, unsigned, uniformed bust of Rodney r., in tricorn hat, *rev.* Rodney’s flagship attacks a Dutch ship which is on fire, RODNEY FOR EVER, 33mm. (BHM.233; MH.386), very fine (2) £100-150
390. Admiral George Brydges Rodney (1719-1792), the capture of St. Eustatius, bronze medals (2), 1781, unsigned, uniformed bust of Rodney r., in tricorn hat, rev. Rodney’s flagship attacks a Dutch ship which is on fire, RODNEY FOR EVER, 33mm. (BHM.233; MH. 386), one with small piercing, one with three separate ‘6’ counterstamps on obverse, and ‘69’ on reverse, very fine (2) £100-150

St. Eustatius was the centre for Dutch trade in the West Indies and whilst the harbour was protected by three Dutch warships, it sheltered more than a hundred merchant vessels, many of which traded munitions and other merchandise with the United States.

391. Admiral George Brydges Rodney (1719-1792), the capture of St. Eustatius, bronze medals (2), 1781, unsigned, uniformed bust of Rodney r., in tricorn hat, rev. Rodney’s flagship attacks a Dutch ship which is on fire, RODNEY FOR EVER, 33mm. (BHM.233; MH. 386), both fine (2) £70-80

St. Eustatius was the centre for Dutch trade in the West Indies and whilst the harbour was protected by three Dutch warships, it sheltered more than a hundred merchant vessels, many of which traded munitions and other merchandise with the United States.

392. Admiral Augustus Keppel (1725-1786), the Battle of Ushant, copper medals (2), 1778, signed IH, uniformed bust three-quarters r., rev. JUDICIOUS / BRAVE / AND / GALLANT within wreath, one without reverse, 40mm and 39mm (BHM 214; Eimer 774; MH 437), very fine and fine (2) £50-60

It would appear that the first was indeed struck without a reverse, rather than having it removed.

393. Admiral Augustus Keppel, Trial by Court Martial and Acquittal, bronze or brass medals (2), 1779, uniformed bust three-quarters r., rev. Justice tramples on Tyrany, ship beyond, 34mm (BHM 221; Eimer 777; Betts 564; MH 441), fine and good fine (2) £70-100
394. **Education**: Hampshire, Portsea, Blenheim House, St. George’s Square, engraved silver medal, undated, “Presented to Frances Josephine Bean by Misses Webber & Rider”, rev. a quotation from Proverbs, 29.5mm; engraved George I halfpenny, the reverse “Charlotte Chamberlain Born Jany. 3 1809”, both very fine, both pierced (2) £60-80

The 1875 Post Office Directory for Portsea records, “Webber & Rider (Misses), ladies’ boarding school, Blenheim house, St. George’s square”.

396. **Victoria**, Metropolitan & Provincial Industrial Exhibition, 1866, copper prize medal, by J. S. & A. B. Wyon, 51.5mm, in case of issue; Albert Edward, London Institute, Technological Examination, silver prize medal, to Edward J. C. Knight, “Boot & Shoe Manufacture”, 51.5mm; Edward VII, National Medal for Success in Art, silver medal, 1903, by de Saulles, to Walter G. Teasdale, “Studies of Ornament”, 51mm, in case of issue; George V, Royal Society of Arts, copper medal, 1912, to Cyril Hartman, Oliver, “Typewriting”, 55.5mm, in case of issue, second very fine, others better and last mint state (4) £80-100

397. **Royal Humane Society**, small bronze medals (5), type II, (successful), post 1867, unnamed specimens, cherub protects the flame of life, rev. VIT OB SERV ..., 38.5mm. (MYB L1), scrolled clasps, good very fine to extremely fine, some slight scuffing and some rather ‘dusty’ (5) £150-200

398. **Royal Humane Society**, small bronze medals (6), type II, (successful), post 1867, unnamed specimens, cherub protects the flame of life, rev. VIT OB SERV ..., 38.5mm. (MYB L1), scrolled clasps, good very fine to extremely fine, some slight scuffing, some rather ‘dusty’ and one with dark bronze patination (6) £200-250

399. **Sir Winston Churchill** (1874-1965), large silver memorial medal, by F. Kovaks for Spink & Son, facing bust, rev. (after Low), soldier defies the waves, VERY WELL, ALONE, 57.5mm., in original Spink fitted case of issue, virtually mint state £65-80

395. **Prince Albert**, Great Exhibition 1851, copper medals ‘For Services’, by W. Wyon, awarded respectively to J. Sharples and W. Bouteld, bust of Prince L., rev. inscription in wreath, impressed naming on edge, 47.5mm. (BHM.2465; Eimer 1461), extremely fine and nearly so (2) £120-160

J. Sharples – Local Committee Chairman for Hitchin, Herts; W. Bouteld – staff.
400. **The City of London Corporation**; Albert Edward, Prince of Wales and Princess Alexandra, opening of the new buildings of the City of London School, copper medal, by J. S. & A. B. Wyon, 1882, conjoined busts of the Prince and Princess r., rev. façade of school building, flanked by shields of the Prince and City, 77mm (BHM 3133; Eimer 1690; Welch 18; JT 202a); Prince Albert Victor Duke of Clarence and Avondale (1864-1892), receives the Freedom of the City, copper medal, 1885, by G. G. Adams, bare head r., within wreath of national flora, rev. the Prince receives the Freedom from the Lord Chamberlain, behind the Lord Mayor, Princess Alexandra and the Prince of Wales look on, 77mm (BHM 3182; Eimer 1717; Welch 20), first extremely fine, second almost so (2) £200-250

401. **The Times Newspaper**, Centenary celebration, silver medal, 1885, by Strongitharm, conjoined busts of three generations of the Walters family r., rev. the Times clock heading, BEARWOOD 1885, 44.5mm. (BHM.3202; Eimer 1712), in case, virtually mint state £80-120

The portraits represent three generations of the Walters family, the owners of The Times, and all are named John Walters - the founder (1739-1812), his second son (1776-1847) and the latter's eldest son (1818-1894). Bearwood was the family home in Wokingham, Berkshire and now houses Reddam House School

402. **Albert Edward, Prince of Wales** (later Edward VII), the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, London, 1886, copper prize medal, by L. C. Wyon, bare head l., rev. legend within wreath, 52mm (Pudd. 886 1.2; BHM 3209; Eimer 1725), extremely fine; Victorian Exhibition, Melbourne, white metal medal, 1872; other smaller Australian medalllets (10), in base metals; others (3), including Israel, 6 Days War, silver medal, 1967, 30.5gms., (no. 2607 of 3000), very fine and better (8) £80-120

403. **Royalty**, small gilt-brass six-sided seal, portraits of Victoria & Albert, Milton and Shakespeare and others (2); medallions with photographic inserts, Victoria, Jubilee 1887 (3), crosses (2) and star; Royal Family, 1897, group photograph; Death, 1901, round; George VI & Queen Elizabeth, star; children of Charles I, print in ‘gold' mount; Nelson (1905), on gilt anchor mount, generally very fine (9) £60-80

404. **Victoria, Jubilee 1897**, official medals (2), large, in case and small, very fine; Edward VII, Coronation 1902, official small silver medal; George V, Jubilee 1935, official medals (5), large, in case, small (4), 3 in boxes of issue; George VI, Coronation, small official medals (2), silver and bronze; George VI, Coronation 1937, by Turner & Simpson, 51mm (BHM 4351), in case except as stated many extremely fine (11) £120-150
405. Christ, King of the Jews, large copper medal [1898], by Allan Wyon, head of Christ l., bearded and with long hair, + JESUS THE SON OF DAVID. BY ROME ACKNOWLEDGED THE KING OF THE JEWS, rev. legend within olive wreath, QUOD SCRIPSI SCRIPSI, and around, WHAT I HAVE WRITTEN I HAVE WRITTEN – S.P.Q.R., 76.5mm, nearly extremely fine, very rare £80-120

The purpose of this rare medal seems to be unknown. Col. Grant lists it for 1898.

406. The City of London Corporation; the City of London Volunteers, return from South Africa, bronze medal, 1900, by George Frampton, Londinia enthroned holds the Sword of State and greets a returning soldier amidst a fanfare of trumpets, rev. a hill with standards raised, 76.5mm. (BHM.3684; Eimer 1848; Hern 178), extremely fine £100-150
An important medal of Australian interest named to Sir John Alexander Cockburn Premier of South Australia 1889-1890


John Alexander Cockburn was born in Scotland, emigrated to South Australia in 1879 and soon was involved with a second career in politics. In 1884 he was responsible for progressive legislation including succession duties and land tax and, two years later, introducing payment for members of the South Australian parliament. He was the first doctor to become premier; he also served as Minister for Education and Minister for Agriculture, and attended the Federal Conferences of 1890, 1891 and 1896. He returned to the U.K. in 1900, representing South Australia. After Federation he never returned to Australia.

408. Edward VII, Coronation 1902, large bronze medal, attributed to L. C. Lauer, conjoined busts l., with Queen Alexandra, he in uniform and bemedaled, she crowned, rev. Britannia, loosely draped, standing before St. James’s Palace and Westminster Abbey, holding crown aloft and spear, 80.5mm (BHM - ; C & W 4708A [old W & E 4360]; Earthy - ), extremely fine, very rare

409. Miscellaneous silver medallions (9), including Football, Nursing, Long Jump and gilt Dutch marriage medal, 1914; with other medallions (32), in white metal and other base metals, including Napoleon / Legion d’honneur; Frederick the Great; Admiral Vernon; Victoria 1897, this bakelite; Lord Palmerston; Daniel de Lisle Brock and USA, Knights of Ku Klux Klan Realm of Michigan, members medal, several cased, an interesting selection, many very fine to extremely fine, silver coins (7), fine (48)

£100-150
410. **Motoring:** The Royal Automobile Club, members’ silver medal, by the Birmingham Medal Co., struck 1923, original design possibly by Sir Hubert von Herkomer, head of Edward VII r., within crowned wheel, held aloft by winged figure of Mercury, rev. wreath (with space for naming), 57.5mm (BHM -; C & W -), Birmingham Hallmark 1923, struck with matt surface, virtually mint state, rare £80-120

Sir Henry Craik, 1st Baronet (1846-1927), Scottish Unionist politician.

H. Warren Coleman served three terms as Mayor, 1924-5, 1925-6 and 1926-7. The office was created in 1890 and abolished in 1965.

The London Institution was established on 18 January 1806 in the house of Sir William Clayton. Its purpose was to procure the advancement of literature and the diffusion of useful knowledge. The total number of ‘proprietors’ (members) as limited to 1,000.

411. **Sport, Rowing.** Molesey Amateur Regatta, silver medal, Thames Cup, Eights, 1938, crews row past church, 51mm; **Swimming.** Serpentine Swimming Club, the “Leander” / Humphrey Memorial silver medal, 2nd Prize, un-named and undated but c. 1880, with foundation details engraved on reverse, 45mm; Public Authorities of London, silver medal, 100 yards, 2nd Prize [1921], 30mm, in case; London Schools Swimming Association [LSSA] silver cross, ½-Mile, 1908, 32mm; **Diving.** KTHS Swimming Club, silver cross with ‘gold’ centre, 1st Prize for Diving, 1893, 29mm, very fine (5) £70-90

412. **City of Westminster, St. Margaret’s Church** (the Parish Church of the Houses of Parliament), silver and enamel churchwarden’s neck badge, arms of Westminster, rev. named to Sir Henry Craik, KCB, MP, 1912-1914, scrolled openwork border, 50.5 x 39.5mm, good very fine; **Metropolitan Borough of Holborn,** gilt-silver Past-Mayor’s neck badge, arms within oval, rev. named to H. Warren Coleman, JP, 1924-25, 76 x 51mm, gilding rubbed, very fine; London Institution, 1807, copper member’s tickets (2), by W. Wyon, reverses numbered 915* and 948 A, 43mm, very fine and extremely fine (4) £100-140

Sir Henry Craik, 1st Baronet (1846-1927), Scottish Unionist politician.

H. Warren Coleman served three terms as Mayor, 1924-5, 1925-6 and 1926-7. The office was created in 1890 and abolished in 1965.

The London Institution was established on 18 January 1806 in the house of Sir William Clayton. Its purpose was to procure the advancement of literature and the diffusion of useful knowledge. The total number of ‘proprietors’ (members) as limited to 1,000.

413. **‘The Wellington Peninsular Medals’**, brass box, the lid ‘Waterloo’, contains 4 miniature Royal Family medals, 23.5mm; **Windsor Castle**, brass boxes (4), view of Castle / Royal arms with, between them, a selection of 11 miniature Royal Family medals (11) and toy money (20); small brass box with Prince of Wales’ Plumes, 17mm, with toy money (4), very fine or nearly so (lot) £150-200

414. **Elizabeth II, Coronation 1953**, a pair of medals by Henri Dropsy (1885-1969), struck in Paris, her bust r., rev. Windsor Castle with King George IV’s Gateway, LA FRANCE À S.M. ELIZABETH II (Dropsy Exh. Cat., Paris, 1964, 220; E 2087; W&E.8047), both extremely fine (2) £60-80
WORLD MEDALS

415. **Chile**, 3rd Concours du Nitrate de Soude du Chili, silver prize medal (2nd), 1926, by Alfonse Mauquoy (1880-1954), a farm girl with crop bundles under her arms, rev. a diaphanous lady, wreath in hand, rests languidly atop a plinth, legend around and on plinth, 60mm, AR stamped on edge, *good very fine, rare* £70-90

The design still very much in the Art Nouveau style. Sodium nitrate (or Chile saltpetre or Chile nitrate) has been used as a nitrogen fertilizer since the mid-19th century.


418. **France, Music, Orphée**, bronze medal, 1899, by Marie-Alexandre Lucien Coudray (1864-1932), head of Orpheus with lyre, rev. naked winged figure seated on tablet, holding quill and trumpet, violin and bow below, 68mm (MeF 261; CGMP p.100; BM Acq. 1983-7, p 18, 28), a mid-20th century restrike, *mint state* £25-35

The medal was originally offered for sale at the International Exhibition of 1900 where over 2500 were sold.
419. Germany, the Judgement of Solomon, 18th/19th century circular bronze plaquette, after a 16th century original from the workshop of Hans Jamnitzer, circa 1575, King Solomon seated in judgement with the two women pleading in the foreground, while the executioner holds the baby by the feet, sword at the ready, landscape of buildings, a church and hills and towns beyond (cf Jamnitzer (1995) 563; Weber 282), well made in high relief, with attractive dark patina, very fine and decorative £120-160

420. Germany, Behringersdorf State, silver striking of the commemorative gold ducat, 1720, building façade, chronogrammatic legend, rev. legend in 8 lines, 22mm (Imhof S. 517/18); Austrian Netherlands, Joseph II, Inauguration in Brabant and Flanders, silver jeton, 1781, by Th. van Berckel, bust r., rev. VINCULVM FIDELITATIS PVBLICAE, 27.5mm (Kenis 155; de Coster 877; de Witte 82), both extremely fine (2)

The first commemorates the completion of the Palace by C.W. Tucher and is additionally dated for the 4th October.

421. Germany, Augsburg Confession, bi-centenary, silver medal, 1730, by Christian Ernst Müller, with chronogrammatic legends, religion drawn by dove across skies, IVBILAT APPLAUDEN SANCTIS AVGVSTA TRIVMPHIS, rev. the eye of God reflected in mirror, VEL SIC AVGVSTA EST INGENTI LVMINE DIVES, 37.5mm (Forst 101), very fine but pierced at bottom £45-60

422. Germany, Berlin Golf Club (now Golf - und Landclub Berlin – Wannsee), copper medal, by Vaughton & Sons, bear l., with club, BERLIN GOLF CLUB–FOUNDED1895, rev. open wreath, 39.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine, scarce £20-30 *ex Baldwin’s vault

423. Germany, World War I, Wilhelm II (1859-1888-1918), the Quadruple Alliance, massive black patinated bronze medal, 1916, by Hans Guradze (1861-1922), for Robert Ball, Berlin, the four heads of state, Sultan Mohammed V, the Emperors Franz Josef and Wilhelm II and Ferdinand of Bulgaria, advancing on horseback, VIERBUND 1915, rev. an eagle perched atop a storm-cloud covered globe emitting thunderbolts, WELTKRIEG 1914-1916, 135mm. (cf. Zetzmann 3052), extremely fine and very rare £200-300
424. **World War I**, RMS *Lusitania*, sunk 1915, British copies (2), of “The ‘Lusitania’ (German) Medal”, 55.5mm, in boxes with printed details, *both very fine, one rust-marked, one certificate torn* (2) £40-60

425. **India/Lartiu**, Admiral Pierre André de Suffren (1726-1788), the capture of Trincomalee, copper medal, 1784, by Augustin Dupré (1748-1833), for the States of Provence, bust l., in high relief, rev.: legend in nine lines within wreath, *LE CAP PROTÉGÉ / TRINQUEMALE PRIS / GOUDELOUR DÉLIVRÉ / L’INDE DÉFENDUE* ..., 49mm. (MH.166; Pudd -; TN.III, 54, 9; Well.14874), *obverse dulled and small stain by head, nearly extremely fine, reverse better, rare* £80-120

*ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection

ex Baldwin’s vault

In 1782 de Suffren fought four indecisive battles against the British Admiral, Sir Edward Hughes, however the anchorage at Trincomalee was captured and the small British garrison surrendered. He continued to support Hyder Ali and, on his death, Tipu Sultan, against the British, only returning to France after the news that peace had been made in Europe. De Suffren retired to Malta to take up his duties as Bailly of the Order.

426. **Italy, Dante Alighieri** (1265 - 1321), poet, writer, theorist, philosopher and political thinker, on the 700th Anniversary of his birth, 1965, small gold medal, signed A.S., laureate and hooded bust l., rev.: flames of the Inferno, 10.50gms (900 fine), 28mm, *very fine; once proof-like, now scuffed, especially so the reverse* £220-260

427. **Italy**, entwined heads of geese, the central one beneath coronet, an oval cast bronze fixture, 17th – 18th century, possibly North Italian, 81 x 61mm., the remains of four fittings to reverse, *much as made* £30-50

428. **William III and Louis XIV**, the Peace of Rijswijk, white metal medal, 1697, by Christian Wermuth, armoured and laureate busts of each r., *WILH III D G M BRIT FRAN ET HIB REX and IVDOVIC XIV D G M FR ET NAV REX CHR*, lettered edge, SIC BENE CONVENIVNT RISVICI D 11/21 SEPT M DC IIIC, 21.5mm (MI 173/459, ‘very rare’; Wohlfahrt 97, 043; Pax 349), *a touch of porosity to surface, but for a 17th century white metal medal extremely fine and extremely rare* £80-120

MI, writing of the silver strikings, states that “This and similar pieces by Christian Wermuth, referring to the Peace of Ryswick, were struck for use as counters, and were issued in sets, enclosed in silver boxes.”
429. South Africa, Transvaal Amateur Athletic Association, specimen copper medal, by Allan Wyon, undated, armorial device, rev. blank, 25.5mm., numbered 822 on edge, suspension loop and ring; Transvaal Inter High School Athletic Sports, unissued copper medal, crowned Royal arms, emblems of industry, agriculture, etc., around, rev. wreath, 51.5mm.; Cape Golf Club, specimen copper cross (by Allan Wyon), crossed clubs, FAR & SURE, 28mm., engraved number 811 on reverse, mint state (3) £30-40
*ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection
ex Baldwin’s vault

430. Spain, Isabella II (1830-1904; Queen 1833-1843-1868-1870), silver Proclamation medal, 1833, Madrid mint and for Madrid, crowned shield of arms, rev. ACCLAMATIO AVGVSTA XXIV OCT MDCCCXXXIII, 25.5mm (Herrera 21), choice mint state £70-90

MISCELLANEOUS

431. Mahogany coin cabinet, late 19th century, containing 25 finger pierced trays, 37 x 38 x 32cm, some damage to the right door £50-60
*ex Derek Aldred Collection

For Collection Only.

432. World War I, a Royal Engineers / Royal Naval Reserve / RAF trio: 1914 star (Cpl. B. E. Annoot. R.E.), War Medal and Victory Medal (Capt. B. E. Annoot. R.A.F), first very fine, latter two extremely fine (3) £250-350

Basil Ernest Annoot (b. 27 Feb. 1888) had an interesting service record. Appointed Sub-Lieutenant in Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve (LG 11 May 1915) and, in conjunction with the RNAS, served in Belgium on the armoured trains; he moved to Killingholme Seaplane Base, serving on motor-boats, then Calshot Seaplane Base, before Cherbourg and the RAF Marine Base at Portsmouth. He appears to have been discharged as the result of an accident.

Sold with photocopied records and details.

434. **A WW2 Royal Engineers North West Europe Group**, awarded to R. R. S. Wright comprising: 1939-45 Star; France and Germany Star; 1939-45 War Medal, in box of issue with greaseproof packets and Bestowal slip showing the three medals as detailed, RE Cap badges, one metal one economy ‘plastic’, Shoulder Title and Warrant Officer’s Metal sleeve badge, a note from RE Records Office Brighton Stating that ‘The enclosed awards represent your full entitlement according to the records of this office’, also with a contemporary set of miniatures: 1939-45 Star; France and Germany Star; 1939-45 Defence Medal and the 1939-45 War Medal, **very fine (lot)** £50-60 Wright obviously believed, quite strongly, that he deserved the Defence Medal!


BANKNOTES

BRITISH

436. **Treasury**, N.F.Warren Fisher, £1 (5), H1, J1 (2), L1, M1 prefixes (Dugg. T.31), good fine-very fine (5) £80-100


439. **Bank of England**, K.O.Peppiatt, 10 Shillings (6), 1940-48, B14D, B43D, D56D, K70D, R31D, S54D prefixes (Dugg. B251), mostly good very fine, couple better (6) £80-100

440. **Bank of England**, P.S.Beale, £5 (4), 22 October 1949, U75 061581, 18 March 1950, R03 011137, 10 July 1951, V14 053780, 4 July 1952, Y24 095309 (Dugg. B270), couple with small ink numbers, first three fine, last better (4) £150-200

441. **Bank of England**, P.S.Beale, £5 (2), 23 January 1950, P55 034915, 8 February 1950, P69 072351 (Dugg. B270), first good fine-very fine, second very fine-good very fine (2) £120-150


445. **Bank of England**, J.S.Fforde, £1 (20), 1967-70, L58Y 059151-059160, S97B 694051-694060 (Dugg. B.301, 305), both consecutive runs held within original Barclays Bank wrappers, about uncirculated – uncirculated (20) £80-100


**IRISH**

449. **Northern Ireland**, Provincial Bank of Ireland Ltd, £1, 1 January 1945, N/H 176995, £5, 5 January 1972, KN 039925, £10, 10 January 1948, N 797809 (PMI PR 85, 94, 100; Pick 235b, 240a, 246), £10 with few nicks and couple of edge tears, fine-good fine (3) £80-100

450. **Northern Ireland**, Ulster Bank Ltd, £1, 1 June 1929, no.192647, Irvine signature, £10, 1 October 1942, no. 93171, Larmour signature (PMI UB47a, 58; Pick 306, 317), both with couple of edge nicks, good fine-about very fine (2) £80-100
451. **Ireland**, Ulster Bank Ltd, £1, 1 April 1925, no. 821665, Reid signature (PMI UB 39; Pick 388a), clean good fine, scarce £150-200

**SCOTTISH**

452. **Scotland**, group of £1 notes (23) 1947-85, from Bank of Scotland (4), British Linen Bank, Clydesdale Bank Ltd (4), Commercial Bank, National Commercial Bank (4), Royal Bank of Scotland (2), Ltd (5), plc (2), together with Bank of Scotland, £5 (3), 1961, Clydesdale & North of Scotland Bank Ltd, £5 (5), 1961-62 (Pick 96b, 102b, 105b, 109a, 169a, 196, 197, 204b, 269a, 271, 325b, 327a, 329a, 334a, 336a, 341b, S332), £1 notes mostly fine-good fine, £5 notes mostly very fine (31) £100-120

**WORLD**

453. **Bermuda**, Government, 5 Shillings (6), Y/1 prefix, 10 Shillings (6), R/1 prefix, all dated 1 May 1957 (Pick 18b, 19b), good fine-about very fine (12) £120-150

454. **Cyprus**, Government, 10 Shillings, 1 May 1942, F/3 193406 (Pick 23), small hole and horizontal tear at centre £50-60

455. **France**, Banque de France, 100 Francs (6), 12.12.1928, 3.12.1931, 21.5.1931, 28.7.1932, 26.5.1933, 4.7.1935 (Pick 78b,c), all with pinholes left side, couple with small hole, good fine-very fine (6) £80-100

456. **France**, Banque de France, 100 Francs (5), 26.10.1939, C.3641 812, 814, 815, 817, 821 Pick 94), good extremely fine (5) £120-150

457. **German East Africa**, Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Bank, one rupie (23), 1 February 1916, all J/3 (Pick 20a), mostly about uncirculated (23) £80-100
458. German East Africa, Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Bank, one rupie (20), 1 February 1916, all A4 (Pick 21), mostly extremely fine or better (20) £80-100

459. German East Africa, Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Bank, one rupie (15), 1 July 1917, all EP and any with 'moja' on back (Pick 22b), good very fine—extremely fine (15) £120-150

460. German East Africa, Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Bank, five rupien (5), 1 February 1916, F 59856, 88068, 88118, G 65963, 65984 (Pick 36b (3), e (2), mostly extremely fine or better (5) £100-120

461. German East Africa, Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Bank, five rupien (3), 1 July 1917, ER 27814, 41652, 51583 (Pick 37a, b(2), first two good extremely fine—about uncirculated, last about extremely fine (3) £120-150

462. German East Africa, Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Bank, ten rupien (5), 1 June 1916, B 42824, 74257, 93854, 96516, 99038 (Pick 41), good very fine (5) £80-100

463. German East Africa, Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Bank, ten rupien (3), 1 July 1917, ER 17654, 17693, 17773 (Pick 43b), good very fine—extremely fine (3) £120-150

464. German East Africa, Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Bank, twenty rupien (3), 15 March 1915, nos. 22269, 34189, 38923 (Pick 45b), good very fine (3) £80-100

465. Portugal, Banco De Portugal, 20 Escudos, 25 May 1954, SJM 07414, 100 Escudos (9), 24 October 1950, BMJ 01843, 19 September 1961 (8), various prefixes (Pick 153a, 159, 165a), 100 escudos 1950 missing part of bottom left corner, fine—about very fine (10) £80-100
466. **Russia**, Valdikavkaz Railroad Company, 50 Roubles (5), 1918, A 5723-5727, consecutive (Pick S 593), good extremely fine-about uncirculated (5) £120-150

467. **Russia**, Valdikavkaz Railroad Company, 50 Roubles (5), 1918, A 13452-13456, consecutive (Pick S 593), about uncirculated (5) £150-200

468. **Russia**, Valdikavkaz Railroad Company, 50 Roubles (5), 1918, A 13457-13461, consecutive (Pick S 593), about uncirculated (5) £150-200

469. **Russia**, Valdikavkaz Railroad Company, 50 Roubles (5), 1918, A 19571, 19572, nos. 18015, 18016, 33179 (Pick S 593), extremely fine-good extremely fine (5) £100-120

470. **Russia**, Valdikavkaz Railroad Company, 50 Roubles (5), 1918, nos. 31381-31385, consecutive (Pick S 593), good extremely fine (5) £100-120

471. **USA**, Confederate States, $10, 25 July 1861, no. 76606, ‘for’ printed over Treas’r (Criswell 34; Pick 9), slightly trimmed edges, short tear left edge, very good-about fine, scarce £150-200

472. **USA**, Confederate States, $20 (2), 25 July 1861, C 9506, Ccc 53984 (Criswell 25, 29B; Pick 10), first very fine, second with short tear top edge, good fine (2) £100-150

473. **USA**, Confederate States, $20 (2), 25 July 1861, D 41060, 58752 (Criswell 31, 32; Pick 10), first with small ink splash on vignette and short tear top right, good fine, second better (2) £100-150

474. **USA**, Confederate States, $50, 25 July 1861, Bb no. 35434, printed on bond paper (Criswell 18; Pick 11), very fine-good very fine £150-200
475. **USA**, Confederate States, $1, 2 June 1862, $5, 2 September 1861, no. 12929, $20, 25 July 1861, no. 85986 (Criswell 102, 272, 339; Pick 19a, 31a, 40), $1 trimmed left edge, fine-good fine (3) £60-80

476. **USA**, Confederate States, $2 (4), 2 June 1862, nos. 41461, 41462, 41463, 41465 (Criswell 336; Pick 41), very fine-good very fine (4) £100-150

477. **USA**, Confederate States, $1, no. 104103, $2, no. 77924, $10 (2), nos. 43980, 47574, all 2 December 1862 (Criswell 370, 396, 399; Pick 49a, 50b, 52b), fine-very fine (4) £80-100

478. **USA**, Confederate States, $5 (5), 2 December 1862, 2nd Series, Plate A, Lithog’d by J.T.Paterson & Co., nos. 20285-20289, consecutive (Criswell 382; Pick 51c), good very fine (5) £100-150

479. **USA**, Confederate States, $5 (5), 2 December 1862, 2nd Series, Plate D, Lithog’d by J.T.Paterson & Co., nos. 40435-40440, consecutive (Criswell 382; Pick 51c), first clipped top left corner, mostly good very fine (5) £100-150

480. **USA**, Confederate States, $5 (4), 2 December 1862, 2nd Series, Plate F, Lithog’d by J.T.Paterson & Co., nos. 39818, 39820, 39821, 39823 (Criswell 382; Pick 51c), good very fine (4) £70-80

481. **USA**, Confederate States, $100, 6 April 1863, no. 1762, stamped November 1863 at right (Criswell 404/8; Pick 63), pinholes left side, about good very fine £100-150

**End of Sale**
(1) Baldwin’s of St. James’s Limited [the Company] acts as agent for the seller. Sales made by the Company at public auction are sales made on behalf of the seller.

(2) The buyer of any lot will be the highest bidder. In the event of any dispute, the auctioneer shall have absolute discretion to settle the dispute as he thinks best; this may mean re-offering the lot for sale.

(3) The auctioneer shall have absolute discretion to divide any lot, combine two or more lots or withdraw any lot or lots without giving any reason. In the case of a dispute, he may re-offer a lot for sale. The auctioneer also has the right to refuse any bid or bids without giving a reason.

(4) The Company and auctioneer shall have absolute discretion to refuse admission to their premises or attendance at their auction of any person they deem unsuitable, without giving any reason for, or prior notice of, their action.

(5) The minimum increment between bids will normally be 5%. The auctioneer has the right to refuse any bid which is not in line with this increase. He also has absolute discretion to vary this increment as he sees fit.

(6) All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20.00%, exclusive of VAT, (24% inclusive of VAT if the buyer is resident in the EU). The symbol ‘G’ appearing next to a lot indicates the item is ‘Investment Gold’ and therefore a VAT-registered trader can submit a claim to HM Revenue and Customs to recover the VAT element of the Buyer’s Premium. In the case of a lot marked with a dagger (†), import VAT at 5% will be added to the hammer price and will be payable by the buyer if resident in the EU. If the lot is being exported outside the EU, this import VAT can be waived or refunded on proof of export.

(7) Each bidder shall be deemed to act as principal unless the Company acknowledges in writing prior to the auction that he acts as agent for a named third-party principal. For bidders unable to attend the auction in person, commissions will be executed free-of-charge. Such bids must be written and must be received at least 24 hours before the sale begins. The Company cannot guarantee to execute bids received less than 24 hours before the sale. ‘Buy’ bids will not be accepted. The Company shall have no liability for any errors or omissions in executing such commissions.

(8) All buyers must, if requested, notify their name and address to the auctioneer and, if required, provide additional proof of identification, bank references or other credit references. All buyers must pay the full purchase price, at the point of collection of purchases, or a fractional deposit as may be determined at the auctioneer’s discretion, unless the Company has previously arranged credit terms. Seven working days must be allowed for clearance of personal cheques before delivery can be made unless a prior agreement has been reached. A 2.5% surcharge will be applied to all credit card payments.

(9) Ownership of lots does not pass to the buyer until the Company has received payment in full.

(10) All lots, however, are held to be at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer. All lots shall be removed by the buyer within seven working days after the date of the sale. Any lots not so removed may become liable to removal, insurance and storage charges. Such lots may, at the auctioneer’s discretion, be re-offered for sale at auction or by private treaty without further notice to the buyer.

(11) All lots are offered for sale subject to any reserve price that may be imposed by the seller. The seller may not subsequently change the reserve without the agreement of the Company. Where a reserve has been set, only the auctioneer may bid on behalf of the seller. Lots are normally reserved at 80% of lower estimate, with auctioneer’s discretion. Unless reoffered for sale, the collection of unsold lots shall be the responsibility of the seller.

(12) (a) Lots are sold as shown with all faults, imperfections and errors of description and lack of authenticity. The Sale of Goods Act 1979 does not apply to the sale of any lot. Neither the Company nor the seller shall give any warranty, express or implied, in respect of any lot or be liable for any fault or error of description or lack of genuineness or authenticity of any lot. All statements as to items sold, whether made in catalogues, during the course of the auction or otherwise, are statements of opinion only and are not and shall not be taken to be statements or representations of fact. The Company reserve the right in forming their opinion to consult and rely upon any expert or authority considered by them to be reliable. Coins are graded to accepted UK standards to the best ability of our specialists. You acknowledge that the grading of coins is subjective and may vary from specialist to specialist, as the process is by nature an art and not a science. For this reason, we do not automatically accept and are not bound by the opinions of third party coin grading services for any purposes including before and after the sale of a lot.

(b) Refund policy – notwithstanding the foregoing, if any lot should be proved by the buyer to be not genuine or authentic, or to have been wrongly described in any material respect, the buyer may reject the same provided that he has given notice in writing of his intention so to do and shall have returned the same to the Company within one month from, and in the same condition, as at the date of sale. If the coin was in a plastic holder at the time of sale, we cannot accept its return if it has been removed from that holder. In addition, any items in graded holders are sold as is and can only be returned if deemed as fake. The onus of proving a lot to be not genuine or authentic or to have been wrongly described shall lie with the buyer. Proof of the inability of any recognised expert or authority to express a definite opinion shall not discharge such onus. If the buyer shall discharge such onus, the auctioneers shall rescind the sale and repay to the buyer the price paid by him. Save as provided herein, the Company shall not under any circumstances whatsoever be liable for any costs, expenses or damages (whether direct, indirect, special or consequential) incurred or suffered by the buyer in respect of any lot, whether or not as a result of any fault, imperfection, error or description or lack of genuineness or authenticity, including but not limited to loss of any kind of profit whatsoever. The buyer will not be entitled to claim interest on the amount due to him. The buyer shall not be entitled to a refund for any lot for any reason save as set out in this clause 12(b).

(13) Save as provided in the preceding paragraph of these conditions buyers must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of their purchases at the time of delivery. The Company cannot be held responsible for any discrepancy which might be discovered after the lots have been removed from either the auction room or the auctioneers’ premises.

(14) As stated in paragraph (1), the Company acts solely as agent between the buyer and seller and shall not be held responsible for any default by either party or for any action or claim that may arise in connection with any lot.

(15) Any part of the purchase price still outstanding after the auction, in line with the terms of paragraph (8), shall be paid in full within thirty days of the date of the auction. Without prejudice to any other rights, the Company reserves the right to charge interest on any overdue payment at a rate of three per cent per month. In the event that the company shall have paid the seller (normally 35 days after the sale) and part of the purchase price is still outstanding, title to the lot will pass to the Company. The Company shall then have the right to sell any other goods belonging to the buyer and held by the Company for whatever reason at such a price that the company, in its absolute discretion, thinks fit. The buyer shall also reimburse the Company for any additional costs incurred in this process.

(16) Buyers accepting commissions from third parties do so at their own risk. They remain responsible to the Company for full settlement according to these conditions

(17) Privacy Policy - We may collect and process information you give to us such as your name, address and references. We will use this information to carry out our obligations arising from any contracts entered into between us and you and to provide you with the information, products and services that you request from us or that we offer. We may share your personal information with any member of our group, which means our subsidiaries, our ultimate holding company and its subsidiaries, as defined in section 1159 of the UK Companies Act 2006. We may share your information with selected third parties including: business partners, advertisers and analytics. We may disclose your personal information to third parties in the event we sell or buy any business or assets in which case we may disclose your personal data to the prospective seller or buyer or such business or assets or if we are under a duty to disclose or share your personal data in order to comply with any legal obligation or in order to enforce or apply our terms of use. You have the right to ask us not to process your personal data for marketing purposes.

(18) By making a bid, the buyer acknowledges his acceptance of these conditions and agrees to be bound by them.

(19) If any buyer fails to comply with any of these Conditions, the lot or lots in respect of which the failure is made may at the discretion of the Company be put up again and resold. The damages recoverable from the defaulting buyer shall include, but not be limited to, the auctioneers’ expenses and commission in respect of the resale and the amount (if any) by which the price obtained on the resale is exceeded by that obtained on the first sale.

(20) A variation of these Conditions shall only be binding on the Company and the seller if it is made in writing and signed by a duly authorised representative of the Company.

(21) These Conditions shall take effect and be construed in accordance with the provisions of English law.